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M D nald q " ight ac o u l t s  Union r s 
quits cabinet post limited in bill 
VICTORIA (CP)-The and .h~ti l ty to working 
Social Credit govenrment peepze- 
• introduced amendments o The amendment act also 
o~'rAWA (CP) - Finance Minister Donald Macdomild Stevens xorx ~zmooc, said the Labor Code Tuesday contains a provision which 
announced his resignation from cabinet Tuesday, 
opening the door to what many assume will be the first 
French-Canadian fi ance minister since Confederation 
11 years a~. 
The 45 year old Mac- 
donald emphasized that his 
reasons for leaving are 
strictly personal. But o1~- 
position critics were quick 
to suggest hat  an un- 
derlying reason for his 
departure may have been 
policy differences with 
Prime Minister Trudeau 
over the ending of govern- 
ment pay and price controls. 
Moments after Macdonald 
told reporters he planned to 
quit .the post he's held two 
weeks shy of two years, 
NDP Leader Ed Breadhent ~
urged Trudeau te take over 
the finance job himself. 
That. would show 
,Canadians the prime 
minister is concerned that 
"Macdonald's economic 
palicles bad dragged the 
• level since the great 
Depression." 
But Trudeau, who said 
through is office that he is 
• sorry to see his six-foot-five, 
225 pound collea~e go, is 
expected to pass himself 
over. There is speculation 
he will ,~oese ither Trade 
Minister Jean Chretien or 
Health Minister Marc 
Lalonde when he shuffles his 
cabinet sometime next 
week. 
Whoever gets the Job is 
expected to do little more 
than maintain the govern- 
ment's current economic 
course despite high and 
rising unemployment and 
inflation rates. Macdonald 
said he felt any economic 
initiatives the new minister 
could take are "probably 
pretty limited." 
Macdonald said he is 
leaving the cabinet he first 
Joined in 1968 for "personal 
and family reasons." He 
denied any major dif- 
ferences with the other 32 
members ofTrudeau's inner 
circle and said the timing of 
his departure- he called it 
"an appropriate pause" - 
will give the new minister 
time to become familiar 
with the portfolio before the 
next general election. 
He wouldstay on for about 
10 days until his successor is
picked - and would remain 
as an MP for "some months 
at least," quitting when the 
next election is called or 
when some job in private 
life opens up. 
Although Macdonald 
rejected suggestions that he 
is .at odds with the prime 
minister, the Conservative 
-finance critic, Sinclair 
he is sure. the finance 
minister quit because he 
had lost a fight with 
Trudeau over ending 
price controls, 
Macdonald, Stevens 
argued, wanted the three- 
year controls program lifted 
quickly, before its .formal 
expiry at the end of 1978. 
Trudeau wanted them to 
stay, and Macdonald "had 
little .choice ~but to resign." 
He was on the firing line 
for  much of his political 
career, and there was a 
smile on his face when he 
announced the end of it. 
When he entered politics 
in 1962 he was considered 
something of a radical on 
the left wing of the Liberal 
government. But his jobs, 
which included respon- 
sibility for government 
action in the Commons, 
defence and energy, ap- 
peared to dilute his radical 
leanings. 
As Government House 
leader shortly after entering 
cabinet in 1968, he developed 
a reputation for a sharp 
tongue and arrogant 
manner. He carried it with 
defence in. 1970. where he 
became a key figure in a 
government decision to 
invoke the War Measures 
Act Against Front de 
(Continued on page 2. 
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Gas pipeline 
agreement.., 's et , 
OTTAWA .(CP) - The terms fer the $10 bfl]ion line l~lete that work before 
federal cabinet has ap- 
proved an agreement 
negotiated last week with 
the United States that sets 
the terms for constructing a 
northern pipeline to move 
Alaskan natural gas to U.S. 
markets. 
Announcement of the 
agreement could come as 
early as . Thursday after 
Prime Minister Trudeau 
meets with President Carter 
during a ivisit to 
Washington, sources said. 
Although reluctant o 
discuss what went on in the 
late afternoon cabinet 
meeting, Government 
House Leader Allan 
MaeEachen told reporters, 
"I don't see any new dif- 
ficulty that we didn't cover 
last Friday." 
He. was referring to 
negotiations he held with 
U.S. Energy Secretary 
James Sehlesinger tosettle 
through, the Yukon, British 
Columbia nd Alberta to the 
U.S. border. 
The Canadian govern- 
ment. tentatlv, ely approved 
the pipeline in early August, 
saying final ratification 
would •depend on the 
negot ia t ions  w i th  
Sehiesinger. 
has said he will make his 
pipeline decision by Sept. 15, 
choosing either the 
Canadian route or an 
alternative proposal for a 
line across Alaska to the 
port of Vaidez from where 
the fuel would be shipped 
south by tanker. 
Government. sources say 
has to make a recom- 
mendation to Congress and 
may.want the agreement in 
writing. But negotiations on 
the language of the treaty 
still are in progress and it 
might be difficult to corn- 
Thursday. 
T rudeau will meet 
privately with Carter at 9:30 
a,m. Thursday while he is in 
Washington to witness the 
signihg of a new 'Panama 
Canal treaty. 
Under the agreement, 
Canada abandoned 
suggestions from regulatory 
advisers that he route from 
Alaska cut deeply into the 
Yukon, making it easier to 
build a spur line in the 1980s 
to move gas from the North- 
west Territories to domestic 
markets. 
Instead, the U.S. will 
share the cost of additional 
miles of spur pipeline that 
will be needed without hat. 
diversion in the rout~. 
The agreement I also 
provdes for the Yukon to tax 
the pipeline to obtain funds 
to compensate he territory 
for the social and economic 
lmpactof, the pipeline. 
Manitoba calls election 
WINNKPEG (CP) - Tl~e spring but Sebreyer said a commitment is to work 
Manitoba legislature was number of factors favored a toward a universal accident 
disolved Tuesday and a 
provincial general election 
set for Tuesday, Oct. 11. 
Lt. Gov.F.L. Johin signed 
the writs Tuesday after the 
documents were delivered 
to his office by Labor 
Minister Russell Paulley, 
acting as deputy premier. 
Premier Ed Sehreyer led 
the New Democratic Party 
to power in June, 1969, and 
the government was re- 
elected in 1973. , 
At'dissolution, standing in 
the 57.member legislature 
was NDP 31, Progressive 
Conservatives 23 and 
Liberals three.. 
All three parties had been 
doing preliminary cam- 
~igning for the better part 
a year. Schreyer himself 
returned only Tuesday 
afternoon from a weekend 
tour of northern Manitoba. 
During his absence, the 
~ffemier's 80 year old father 
ered a heart attack and 
died Tuesday morning in 
hospital. 
A June vote had been 
expected following the 
windup of the 1977 
legislature sitting last 
later election date including 
the fact that neighboring 
Ontario went to the polls 
that month 
The opposition parties will 
be campaigning under new 
lenders. 
Sterling ~ Lyon, who 
refused immediate com- 
ment on the election call, 
became Conservative 
lender in  December, 1975, 
after ousting Sidney Spivak. 
, Liberal Leader Charles' 
Huband is relatively 
inexperienced in politics 
and failed to  win a 
legislature seat in a mid- 
term byeleedon. 
The NDP raced ahead at a 
pace after taking office in 
1969, with the broad goals of. 
income redistribution a d a 
greater public presence in 
the provincial economy. 
Its first major legislative 
acts created government- 
run compulsory automobile 
insurance and abolished 
hospital and health in- 
surance  premiums,  
financing all health care 
programs from general 
revenue. 
For the .future, its main 
insurance scheme along the 
lines of the plan pioneered in 
New Zealand. 
The current year's budget 
was able to provide only 
token andselective tax.cuts 
in the wake of a $19 million 
deficit. 
Once again, the NDP 
campaign will concentrate 
heavily on Premier 
Sehreyer ' s  personal  
popularity and its election 
has been unveiled: 
"Leadership you can trust." 
Lyon is expected to 
campaign for less govern- 
ment involvement i  private 
enterprise, restraints on 
government spending and 
tax relief or individuals and 
businesses alike.. 
Huband and his Liberals 
are seeking support for,what 
he calls the "middle 
ground," embracing the 
social consciousness of the 
NDP and the Cousorvative 
ideal o f  less pervasive 
govenrment. 
Nomination day will be 
Sept. 27.. On election day, 
polls will be open from 8 
a.m. to 8 p.m. CDT. 
Handicapped people in the local area can phone 638-9435 and talk to either Joyee 
Chinn or BIH Bell about heir problems. Both partly paralyzed, Joyce and Bill are 
trying to get a group of handicapped people together in Terrace to pool in- 
formation and resources. 
I 
Painful recovery 
l or handicapped 
By STU DUCKLOW though Bill was employed for one day six 
Managing Editor _ weeks ago at Totem Ford here as "grease 
~-~Th~-~l~ffd~fi~K~/r~T~e~y~ofh~r head' ~9~addse- fa r :  The g0v~rnment Sure 
squashed, that deal, he says. They 
Was so bad it drove Joyce Chinn nearly refused~him a driver's ltcence and he lost 
out of her mind. . 
Doubled over with agony, she dropped 
the clothes she was washing and fran- 
tically calledher young daughter, Sending 
her to theneighbour's forhelp. Rushed to 
the hospital in Ashcroft, she became 
delerions and had to he confined to a 
straight jacket o keep her from fighting 
the nurses and orderlies that were trying 
to help. 
"Tiiey gave me a shot of something and 
put me in a straight jacket, but I got off 
the bed and wriggled like a worm down 
the hall," she said, recalling the pain 
caused by a burst blood vessel in the right 
cerebellum of the brain. 
She lost consciousness and Wasn't even 
aware she had been transferred to a 
hospital in Kamloops where doctors must 
have given her up fo r  dead. 
Because six weeks later she woke up to 
hear a priest mumbling something about 
passing through the valley of the shadow 
of death. ' "I said, 'what he hell's going 
on here?' and ripped the tubes out of my 
mouth and nose and legs... One of the first 
things I wanted was a cigarette, and the 
doctor said, 'sure Joyce, you can have a 
cigarette if you can get it'." 
But she cound't reach the pack on the 
bedside table. Her entire left side was 
paralyzed. . " 
Taht was ten years ago. Joyce, a 
practical nurse and housewife had just 
given, birth to her third, child ten days 
earlier and had.complained of frequent 
pains in the back of her head ever since. 
Her doctor had diagnosed high blood 
pressure. 
Since then,. Joyce has lost her husband, 
her three children and all possibilities of 
finding.a joh. She lived on welfare and a 
disahility pension alone for much of those 
ten years until she married Fred Chinn, a 
mentally retarded malntenace worker at 
a local sawmill. 
"When .you're handicapped, they treat 
you just like a dented can - they put you on 
the back shelf -you're no good anymore," 
says Bill Bell, who had a burst blood 
vessel in the same area of the brain two 
years ago and has symptoms nearly 
identical .to Joyce's. 
Both Bill and Joyce are trying to start a 
group of handicapped people in Terrace. 
health you. just don't realize how 
fristrating it is," says Joyce. 
"If you're handicapped, and stay 
together you can. help each other," says 
Bill, who lives with Fred and Joyce m a 
small, unfinished house Fred owns in 
Thornhill. "Joyce and I sit here and 
unload problems on each other - it helps a 
lot." 
Both Bill and Joyce are paralyzed on 
their left sides, but they can walk with 
difficulty. Movements of their left arms 
are limited to' only general control from 
the shoulder. In addition, three fingers on 
Bill's right hand have been amputated 
after they were caught in an extrusion 
press in a plastics factory several years 
ago. 
Neither has been able to find work, 
his job. 
The burst blood vessels, called 
aneurysms, haveleft both of them subject 
to infrequent epileptic fits, so neither 
qualifies for driver's licences, though Bill 
is a former truck driver. 
Bill became paralyzed after he passed 
head pains because he was working too 
fast unloading a truck for a building 
supply firm inEdmonton, two years ago. 
"My heart was pumping too fast, I gue.~s, 
and it (a blood vessel) popped. It was uge 
somebody putting arailroad spike to your 
temple and driving it with a five-pound 
hammer.'! 
He was in a coma for three months after 
that incident,' but has not yet been able to 
receive worker's compensation 
payments. The claim forms, says the 
board, are still tied up at the medical 
office. He phones them about twice a 
week. 
Similar bureaucratic nefficiency has 
he)d back a federal disability pension he 
applied for last February. He has been 
told payments wilt start next month. 
Since the attack, be,s been living on 
welfare "and bumming around and 
sponging off relatives." 
If handicapped people got together for 
meetings, members would not only get a 
boost in morale, but would be able to trade 
information 'about equipment made for 
them and be able to lobby for their rights. 
Right now, the two are at the mercy of 
various civil servants. Fred, who can't 
handle money, signed power-of-attorney 
for his salary to a local housewife, ap- 
pointed by the department of human 
resources. Joyce, who never even sees a 
pay stub, could administer the funds 
herself, though she would need a taxi to go 
shopping. 
Since Joyce only gets $10 a month from 
Fred's paycheque, she hardly gets out of 
the house at all. Occasionally Fred's 
broth Laverne takes her shopping in a 
wheelbarrow because he doesn't have a 
car. "People see me in my wheelbarrow 
and they laugh, but I just laugh and wave 
back." 
"If they're picking on us, they're not 
picking on anyone lse," says Bill. 
A group of handicapped people would be 
able to locate and purchase~goods needed 
by the members, ays Bill. "We know 
they're available, but we don't know 
where they are." 
Things they need include wrap-aroun/I 
shoelaces, which need only two fingers of 
one band to tie up. They could also use 
special holders for propping up playing 
cards in a fan shape so they could play 
cards with each other. 
Joyce needs a scrub bucket ~vlth a foot 
pedal to help her squeeze a mop dry. She 
castors on it so she doesn't have to get wet 
sitting on the floor while washing it. 
Both are capable of doing any kind of 
work where they can sit down and use 
only one hand. Jobs they could do include 
children, working as a receptionist or 
telephone answerer. 
that make it more difficult 
for unions in British 
Columbia to be certified as 
bargaining agents for 
workers. 
Labor Minister Allan 
Williams said that under 
provisions of the Labor Code 
of British Columbia 
Amendment Act a minority 
of workers at a given unit 
can prevent a union from 
becoming bargaining 
agents. 
Under the changes, at 
least 55 percent of the 
workers participating in a 
certification vote must back 
the certification application. 
Previously, a simple 
majority only was 
necessary. 
As well, the support to 
make successful an ap- 
plication for a certification 
vote would rise to 45 percent 
of the workers from 35. 
"I suppose some will 
presume in this an anti- 
labor attitude," WliHnms 
told a news conference. "I 
don't believe this is the 
case." 
However, Bill King, labor 
minister with the former 
New Democratic Party 
government, criticized the 
changes as being 
retrogressive and anti- 
labor.. • 
"Itdenls a body blow to 
working people in .British 
Columbia," King saldin an 
interview. '!It erodes the 
rights of workers. It's a bill 
Obviously borne out of bias 
would allow employers to 
refuse to give to union 
organizers a complete list of 
all employees. 
Williams said he had 
received many complaints, 
the majority of which were 
from workers, about this 
"invasion of privacy." 
• King, however, said such 
lists were necessary for 
union representatives to 
properly conduct an 
organizing drive. 
"To argue that this is an 
invasion of privacy is 
tantamount to saying a 
voters list is an invasion of 
privacy," the NDP MLA 
said. 
The bill also gives em- 
ployers greater f eedom to 
convey its sentiments o a 
union during an organizing 
drive. 
Williams said that, in the 
past, employers were afraid 
of being accused of unfair 
labor practices when they 
should have had every right 
"to communicate to an 
employee a statement or 
fact or opinion reasonably 
held with respect to the 
employers' business." 
The minister said that 
another amendment would 
give the employer the right 
"to make any change in the 
operation of the employer's 
bus iness reasonab ly  
necessary for the proper 
conduct of that business." 
King said those two 
changes would give em- 
pioyers a better chance to 
disaande employees from 
joinglng a union. 
Near million 
in legal fees 
VICTORIAL(CP)- . The 
British Columbia Railway 
paid $804,700 inlegal fees in 
~court settlemeiit of. the 
Controversial MEL PaVing 
case, Economic Develop- 
ment Minister Don Phillips 
disclosed Tuesday. 
He was /'eplying to an 
earlier qusstion~rom Alex 
Macdonald NDP - Van- 
couver East .who had 
requested details of the 
settlement. 
Phillips also repeated file 
details of the $2.5 million 
settlement, as they were 
outlined in a letter from 
railway chai rman J.N. 
Fraine which the minister 
tabled in the legislature Jan. 
17. 
MEL Paving Ltd. laun- 
ched a civil action against 
the railway charging mis- 
representation, mutual 
mistake and fundamental 
breach of contract, and 
seeking more than $4 million 
in compensation for work 
done. 
Settlement 'was reached 
just before Christmas, when 
B.C. Rail legal advisors 
judgment .of not less than 
$Z,500,000 including interest 
and costs plus another claim 
uus.. ugure.'; 
The Crown-owned railway 
made a secret settlement 
with Chinook Construction 
and Engineering. Ltd. of 
Vancouver which was 
awarded a $10.2 million 
contract in July, 1976, and 
still had $4.2 million of work 
outstanding when Premier 
Bill Bennett called a halt•to 
the Densu Lake extension 
into northwestern B.C. 
Negotiations are under 
way withMflle.r Cartege and 
Contracting Ltd. of Rich- 
mond, B.C. 
The railway faces two 
other salts as a result of 
work done on the Dense 
extension by Keen In- 
dustries Ltd. and KEM 
Construction Ltd., both of 
Dawson Creek, B.C. 
Macdonald asked ff the 
$804,700 paid in legal fees 
included $288,000 paid to the 
Vancouver law firm of 
Russell and DuMoulin. 
Phillips said he would 
take that question as notice, 
indicated the contractor which means he will reply at 
would probably recover a a later datc. 
Racism-feared 
By ROBERT WELLER have occasionally harassed 
BARROW, Alaska.(AP) -
The arrest of an Eskimo in 
the. brutal slaying of two 
white hikers and an attack 
Eskimo youths .on a white 
man are being cited by some 
resiaents as evidence of 
increasing racial tension in 
this northernmost United 
States town. 
Other people, including 
Mayor Eben Hopson, an 
Eslumo, cite other reasons 
for the recent violence - 
which includes abullet fired 
through aNational Weather 
Service office window. 
But no one denies that he 
attic town ot.=~l,500, which 
Police Chief Kim Meeller 
says includes about 200 non- 
Eskimos, is on edge. 
• Hopson blames drugs and 
liquor for the sporadic in- 
cidents and has ordered a 
weck-long ban on liquor 
sales, made legal only last 
December. His brother, 
Eddie, blames it on the 
coming of age of youngsters 
who used to be sent to 
boarding schools, where 
parents had no control over 
them. There now is a local 
high school. 
the same time the other 
incidents were reported. 
For yea R Eskimo chidren 
tourists. Several white 
residents, ma~y of them 
government /employees, 
say Eskimos periodically 
threaten to kill them. 
There has been an in- 
crease in what some call 
"Eskimo pride" as they 
assume control of local 
tgovernment. At the same 
/me the people of the 
Inuplat Eskimo tribe face 
the first-over restrictions on 
subsistence caribou hunting 
and a proposed In- 
te rnat iona l  Whal ing 
ban on bowhesd whaling, 
which is their livelihood. 
There has been talk 
among some Eskimos of 
starling a "war" to protect 
their rights and of joining 
with Eskimo people in 
Canada and Greenland to 
Eskimo nation. 
But local authorities deny 
that hese issues are related 
to the latest violence and 
that the slaying of the 
hikeers was racially 
motivated. 
Sepal/k, 19, a local 
Eskimo, is described by 
police as a loner who shot 
the pair while commitUng 
the theft of a small item. 
• Police Chief Meeller says 
he wonders whether some 
l 
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MacDonald's successors 
Chretien or Lalonde? 
Uberation du Quebec ~ ,~onomimlly conservative the nedd to scrap the con. 
terrorists who had kid- (Io cu.men~ - ~ said he trois program quickly. 
napped British diplomat w.omo ramer be uoring than The finance minister 
James Cross and killed foomaroy ' vn~,t~ nnlv • . . indicated he e . . . . . . . . . .  
Quebec Labor Minister At a news comerence ~r limited action by his suc- 
Pierre Laporte. his Parli~(ment Hill office cessor in the months 
In January, 1972, he took Macdonald said his suc, remaining before an ex- 
over the energy portfolit cessorwill probable be th( pected general election 
shortly after J.J. Greene, 
now a senator, suffered .the 
first in a series of strokes, 
and was responsible for 
policies aimed .at coping 
with the Arab oil boycott 
and sharp rise in energy 
prices that followed. 
He took over finance in 
October, 1975. When he 
introduced his first budget - 
one of two hold-the-line, 
one to announce the end oJ 
controls, indicating littl( 
chance any new date will I~ 
set during the few days he']] 
remain in office. 
Joe Morris, president c4 
the 2.3 milllan-membez 
Canadian Labor Congres~ 
CLC, SAID HE HOPE~ 
THAT WHOEVEB 
REPLACES Macdonald will 
"have an appreciation" o~ 
sometime nextyear. He has 
already rejected opposition 
calls for a new budget to 
deal with current unem- 
ployment and inflation rates 
of 8.1 per cent and 7.4 per 
cent respectively and a 
general decline in the 
national economy and value 
of the Canadian dollar. 
He introduced only two 
Grim job for 
the new man 
Ottawa Cp-Fiannce up the job that Macdonald 
Vlinister Donald Mac- dtarted when he became 
lenald's parting words of- finance minister in SOp 
advice Tuesday for his tember,1975-getting the 
successor had a grim ring. country out of mandatory 
"I wish him courage and pay and price controls. 
patience in what is going to Macdonald's estimate 
be a difficult period,!' Tuesday was that controls 
Macdonald told reporters in he imposed in October, 1975,' 
his fifth-floor offices on would be in effect for some 
Parllment Hill. time, possibly until their 
--I1 1( 
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Getting out now will give billion of tax cuts, has not Mr. Dressup Definition Love of Life 
the next finance minister yet had time to show an Peking AP-Vice-Premier • I ~.~ , :30 It's Anybody's :45 Guess Mr. Dressup Definition Midday News 
time to come up w i th  effect on economic con- Teng Hsiao-ping said i , :0o Shoot For Sesame First Young & 
economic policies of his own ditions. Tuesday that U.S. State : 15 The Stars Street Impressions The Restless 
before a genera] election, he Macdonald brought down Secretary Cyrus Vance :30 Chlco And Sesame Hot Search For 
said. .The government's two budgets. Like last assured Chinese officials i i i :45 TheMan ~treet Hands Tomorrow 
economic management is spring's document, his May that the U.S.. is still . Hollywood Noon Syewlhtess 
likely to be a key issue in the 25, 19'/6, budget was con- militarily, superior to the 9 :~ Squares BOb McLean News News. 
next election, and some servative in tone and Soviet Union. But Tang said L .30 ._Days Of Show "A doll's As The World 
statistics show the si~.of the basically tightened up the China does not believe it. i :45 Our Uves Cony House" Turns , 
problem Macdonald's rules for .receiving unem- Teng, recently restored to As The World 
faces: ployment insurance benefits power after having been ~ :00 Days Of NIId Jane Fends 
-A July unemployment rate and for accpatable profits :15 Our Lives (Ingdom Edward Fox Turns 
Of 8.1 par cent of the work under the anti-inflation purged by now-disgraced :30 The Doctors 3eath Valley Trevor Howard Guiding 
force, or 878,000.workers. program. Neither budget commentedradical Gangina°f9-minuteF°ur' , | :45 The Ductors Days Light 
+An officialinflation rate in represented a major change interview with executives d~ :0o Another Ryan's Cony All In 
in the government's and directors of The / :15 World Hope Cont' The Family • 
July of 7.4 par cent, highest management of the Associated Press. N!ght Game in a year. :30 Another Ed e Of Alan Hamel M tch
-Production in the nabonal economy. :45 World show " 
economy declinedat a 2.4 Although he avoided He said the Chinese 8q[ • Movie: Take 'Alan Hamel Olnahl 
per cent annual rate bet- reporters' efforts to draw believe the Soviet Union is ~ i  i1.°~5~ "Riding . High" Thirty Show Olnahl 
wren April and June, him into speculation about greatly superior in con- ~ Celebrity Another Dlnahl 
Statistics Canada that the had some ideas about the U,S. seems bent on ap- William Another sesame 
country is headed for a quaiiUes he will need for the paasement. ' Demarest " World Street 
recession, task facing him. Cont' " : " The Lucy sesame 
• The value of Canada's "Ithidcanablepo]itician Tang referred to U.S. ' ~4s cont' Show • Street , , 
fallen about 10 per cent in will be required," he said news reports of.an internal • 
the last 1O months and now with a smile. Carter administrat ion 
He also revealed ~hathe memorandum envisioning a 
is worth only about 93 cents told Prime Minister strategic withdrawal by 
U.S. 
Inflation is expected to Trudoau on Tuesday of last Treaty Organization troops 
worsen, par t ly~ the week that he was quitting, in West Germany, 
cheaper Canadian dollar The week-long, interval surrendering one-third of its F E A T U R I N G  THE ORIGINAL 
make imported goods more between making the territory, in the event of a R R O C K ~ P 0 T ®  SLOW ELECTRIC 
expansive..And the urn- dseision and announcing it Soviet-b~c attack, ~ STONEWARE COOKER ployment situation is ex- was necessary to give the 
pected to, grow even prime minister time to The administration has 
blenkeras the winter months consider a successor, denied it plans such a 
approach. Macdonald said. strategy. 
He is the. third finance '] ~,, ........ " 
• _ . Teng said the loss of one- ?Good Hou.~Ptpir~. t • Jean Chretian is widely minister since .Truoeau third would lead to the loss STONEWARE ,, . . . .  o, ,,;. ~ , '~ 'n~, . .  I l l  a~ I s  
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Health Minister Marc John Turner then took over, point, and. that ff the U.S. toIM.~ ,~,,,.,,,.,.- ~ - - . . ~ ~ N ' ~ i : ~ .  ~. . -~/  ~ 
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treasury board, are also when he too resigned with technical helpit needs, this " Fast, easy cleaning ;~,,~ ~~~"~!iii::+i~~~!, 
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In brief: 
ICBC wants 
money back 
VANCOUVER CP - The Insurance Corp. of British 
olumbia is attempting tocollect safedriving discounts 
yen to drivers who did not qualify for the discounts, the 
Crown corporation said Tuesday. " 
ICBC said in a news release that it is mailing out in- 
voices to policyholders who, on renewing theirAutoplan 
insurance, took the 17.5 percent safe-driving discount 
when, according to ICBC records, they should not have 
taken the discount. 
General manager Norman Bortnick said the cor- 
porationis requesting that he discounts be returned. He 
saidthe corporation must ensure that only those who are 
eligible receive the discount. 
Renewal forms sent out earlier in the year indicated 
whether the owner qualified for the discount. But if 
someone considered himself qualified for the discount 
and it was not noted on his form, insurance agents were 
advised to allow the discount. The application was later 
checked against ICBC records to ensure ligibility. 
To qualify for the discount the vehicle owner had to be 
free of blameworthy claims for the period Oct. 1, 1975, to 
Sept. 3,'1976. 
Canal locked 
wASHINGTON AP - The U.S. and Panama gave final 
approval Tuesday to the exact language of the Panama 
canal' treaties as President Carter began talks with 
"for the formal signing of the accords. 
Carter's first Latin American visitor was Panama's 
head of government, Omar Torrijes, one of 20 govern- 
ment chiefs arriving for the formal signing of the treaties 
during ceremonies at 7:30 p.m. EDT today. 
Canadian Prime Minister Pet,~ Trudeau will attend 
the ceremonies. 
The formal initialling of texts of the canal agreements 
a brief state department gathering Tuesday was low- 
In a sense, however, this event culminated 13 years of 
often difficult negotiations. , 
"We have come to the end of a very long road," said 
the co-chairman of the U.S. negotiating team, Ellsworth 
Bunker, as he initialled the documents. 
The initialling for Panama was performed by its chief 
negotiator, Romulo Escobar Bethancourt, and 
Panamanian Education Minister Aristedes Royo. 
Still drunk 
9 
_, More play 
i 
/ 
money coming 
VICTORIA  (CP) -  
Legislation • srimed at 
establishing a new program 
of assistance for 
recreational facilities for 
British Columbia com- 
munities was introduced 
Tuesday by Recreation 
Minister Sam Bawlf. 
Bawlf said in a news 
release, that the .Public 
Recreational Facllties Act 
allows tbe government to 
make grants for renovation,, 
construction, or equipping 
of public recreational 
facilities. 
The provincial govern- 
ment will grant up to one- 
third of the cost of the work, 
to an over-all maximum of 
$400,000 for any grant. 
• Bawlf said later in an" 
interview that he old act set 
the maximum grant at 
$333,000 and the increase 
will keep up with inflation. 
Mining in 
short slump 
VICTORIA (CP)- Mines 
Minister Jim Chabot qon- 
ceded Tuesday that the 
British Columbia coal in- 
dustry is in a slump. 
"We are going through s
shurt-term problem at ~ this 
time," he •said in the 
legislature in reply to a 
question from Graham ~Lea 
NDP - Prince Rupert. 
The minister blamed the 
slump in steel production, 
particularly, in Japan, for a 
downturn in demand for 
coal. 
The problem is temporary 
in nature, he said, and he is 
"optimistic in the long- 
range," for coal ciming 
from B.C. 
Earlier Chabot had said 
that :it would not be 
economic to develop the 
northwestern coal field s 
unless contracts for this coal 
were signed by the end of 
summer. ' 
Lea wondered what action 
the government was taking 
since summer hsd now 
ended. 
, The minister eplied that 
negotiations are under way 
with the Japanese, and 
noted that Denison Mines 
Ltd., not the government, 
was involved. 
Kissinger knew 
of payments 
KAMLOOPS, B.C. (CP)- An RCMP officer says the 
campaign against impaired drivers appears to have 
suffered a setback in this Interior city. because an ex- 
pected ecrease in the number of drinking drivers had 
not materialized, t,o,, . . . .  O,o Nixon Ad- 
S. Sgt. Ron Evans said police in the Kamloops ub- ~,'~o"t~,'~H:,%," "os  ,,reoc 
" " " " th " ' " '0" ' - " "  " "  " " division charged44 persons.w~thzmpaired d iwng on e ,,,,,,,~ ~#h am-~. ~t t~rs  
&there were.t. -ee fatalaccidents and 15 injury ac~de ts ' ,~. . . . . . .  ;.~ ~f^,,z,, 
~lp~ th~ s~.di.vismn d~g--ti~-pe"d-o~,:i~FwmCli " that Kissineer. then national 
VOIVOO onnmng orivers. , oo . , , , , . ; . ,  " ,~a,,l=,=, t~ 
Evans said he was alarmed by the high numbers, ~" i '~nt  P~h~l~'Nixoh, 
especially since operstion counterattack - the war on 
impaireddrivers - had been in effect for several weeks. 
The officer said he had expected that here would have 
been a dramatic decrease in the number of impaired 
drivers bY this time. 
Execution 
NAIROBI, Kenya (AP)- Ugandan President Idl Amen 
has ordered the public executions of 12 former anking 
govenment andmiHtary officials convicted of plotting to 
overthrow him, Radio Uganda said Tnesday~ 
• Broadcasts monitored here said the executions by 
firing squad were scheduled for 5 p.m. Friday 1 a.m. 
EDT under a clock tower on the outskirts of Kampala, 
Uganda's capital. 
The radio said official government photographers have 
been assigned tocover the executions and that any others 
do so at their own risk. 
Ten convicted of treason by a military tribunal Mow 
day and sentenced todeath. Amin signed the execution 
orders early Tuesday, Radio Uganda said. 
guilty of plotting sgainst Amin and were sentenced to 15 
year prison terms. 
Two arrested 
WASHINGTON AP 
Allegedly improper Korean. 
lobbying in Congress was 
known to Henry Kissinger 
and other administration 
officials as early as 1972, 
congressional sources say, 
but resulted in no action 
COLOGNE, West Germany (AP) - Authorities aid 
today:they have arrested two persons in connection with 
the kidaspping of a top West German industrialist in a 
street ambush that left three bodyguards and a chauffeur 
dead. 
A .deadline for the threatened killing of the kidnap 
victim, Hanna Martin Schleyer, passed without reported 
incident. 
, Chief. Federal Prosecutor Kurt Rebmann said police 
have discounted .the telephoned death threat. 
Police did not identify the two persons arrested and it 
was not known whether they were directly involved in the 
attack and kidnapping. 
Bypass coming 
A spillway by-passing the Morehead Lake Dam, near 
Likely, B.C., is expected to put an end to a eHous erosion 
Iroblem in that area, Environment Minister Jim Nielsen 
sold recently. 
.The water rights branch of the ministry of the en- 
vironment has hired Ker, Priestmsnd & Assecistes, 
Consulting Engineers, to design the project at: a cost of 
~!6,000; 
Because rosion ow threatens a bridge, the Ministry 
of Highways has agreed to underwrite onstruction costs 
estimated a{ $300,000. 
WaUaces' split 
MONTGoMERY, Ala. (AP) - Gov. George Wallace's 
wife, Cornelia, said Tuesday she is moving out of the • 
governor's mansion, but she declined to say whether 
divorce proceedings will be filed, . , 
, o 
and Gen. Alexander Haig, 
then' Kissinger's deputy, 
knew about the. Korean 
efforts in Congress. 
Documents indicating the 
extent of their knowledge 
are in the possession of a 
House of Representatives 
subcommittee investigating 
alleged Korean influence- 
buying in Congress, the 
sources said. 
House investigators said 
they doubt Nixon was in- 
formed of Korean activities 
in Congress. However, they 
said documents show 
Kissinger and Halg knew 
about he activities. 
The sources said Nixon 
administration officials 
were too preoccupied with 
matters uch as Miemam, 
the Middle East conflict and 
Watergate to become 
concerned about he Korean 
lobbying activities. 
The investigators said 
there was some evidence 
that Kissinger and Haig left 
the matter to their subor- 
dinates. They did not 
identify the documents. 
However, the New York 
Times reported that souces 
said the documents came 
from the Central In- 
telligence Agency and the 
national security agency. 
The CIA has been 
reported to have had agents 
in the• Korean presidential 
mansion in Seoul, while the 
national security agency 
was reported to have in- 
tercepted South Korean 
communications between 
Seoul and Washington. 
The House subcommittee 
on . in ternat iona l  
organizations, which is 
handling the investigation, 
may hold hearings on the 
execut ive  braneh 's  
knowledge of the affair. 
However, no hearings have 
been scheduled yet. 
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Trivia keeps Presley's memory alive 
MEMPHIS (AP) - T- 
poster~, bumper stickers, 
records- Elves Presley's 
fans are determined tokeep 
his memory alive and many 
merchants, happy to help, 
are turning grief into gold. 
"I guess a lot of us, 
especially around here, took 
Elves for granted," said Jim 
Godown, owner of T-shirts 
4nternational, which is 
selling Elves shirts as fast aS 
they arrive. 
"We all expected him to 
die sn old man and all of a 
sadden, he was gone. I think 
the over-all demand for 
Elves souvenirs has 
naturally come because of 
the death thing." 
Gedown's firm had not 
printed any Elves shirts 
before his Aug. 16 death. 
Another T-shirt firm, the 
Great American T-Shirt Co., 
had carried one Elves shirt 
in stock for more than a 
year. After Presley's death, 
the firm added another. 
"Every other Customer 
who comes in here wants 
one," said salesman Mike 
Clark. "When we heard 
about he death, we ordered 
as many shirts as we could 
get. We'll order them as A special edition of Elves' were stil l being received. 
long as we can get them." home town newspapers, The Newspapers, magazines 
Novelty shops are doing Commercial Appeal and and paperback books 
as big s business in Elves Memphis Press-Scimitar, featuring Elves have sold 
mementos a  T-shirt stores, has sold more ti~n one out as fast as they reached 
The Fun Shop carried a million copies and orders the shelves. 
poster of Presley for a 
number of years in its 
re,,ar .,.,= Watch schools actor stills. Now, anything 
the store can offer leatuHng 
F_Jvis, someone wants, a n d  playgrounds 
"They are buying 
anything,"; said M.P. A n - ~ ~ 1 1 i i 1 ~ [ ~ , ~ .  [ k ~  
derton, whose brother owns d 
the s op. "We can't keep 
things in stock. All this 
started when he died and 
we're selling as soon as we 
get something in." 
Fans who come to 
Memphis to see where the 
rock 'n' roll legend lived and OLD / i l k \  NEW/~dL . \  
was entombed often want 
m more than posters or T- Shirts to take home. They are clipping rass at the Forest Hill Cemetery 
mausoleum where Presley [~.0km/h  )J 
was entombed Aug. 18, 
breaking branches f rom 
trees that overhang the Ddve safely for om" children's ake.* 
wails of Gracelaad mansion 
and pieces of rock from the 
wail that surrounds It, and f~ Province of Bdtish Columbia 
• of his will. ~ Ministry of Highways and Public Works 
I I  I 
Notice I.W.A. members 
VOTE ON YOUR NEW OONTRAOT 
.. There will be an open ballot In the I.W.A. Office for ell members In good standing and on 
lay-off unable to attend sub.local meeting| Sept. 7.gth and Sept. 11.14th inclusive. Between I 
I).m. and S p.m. 
.. There will be a meeting for the Nan Members in Nai l  Camp 7:30 p.m., Sept. 13th in the 
RO¢. Hail. 
..There will be • meeting for Twinriver Timber Terrace on Sept. 14111, Green Room, 
Terrace Hotel. 
..Pohle Lumber will vote Sept. 10th, 4:00 p.m., Green Room, Terrace Hotel. 
I 
I,W,A, VOTING SOHEDULE 
I .  L.N. & K. Sept. 5,77 1:30 p.m. 
2. Eurocon Logging-Kemano Sept. 5, 77 After supper 
3. Skogluod Sept. 7, 77 7:30 p.m. 
Sharpies Sept. 7, 77 7:30 p.m. 
Kiflmet Valley Contracting Sept. 7, 77 7:30 p.m. 
Jasak logging Sept. 7, 71 7:30 p.m. 
Arnlm Senders Welding Sept. 7, 77 1:30 p.m. 
Bear Creek Sept. 7, 77 7:30 p.m. 
Unicorn Logging Sept. 7, 77 7:30 p.m. 
W. PMerson Logging Sept. 7, 77 7:30 p.m. 
4. Con.Cel Kitwanga Sept. 8, 77 3:00 - 4:00 p.m. 
Kitwanp Lumber Sept. e, 77 LuncMime 
5. C.Z. (Kitimat) Sept. e, 77 $:00 p.m. 
Roy Sounders Hauling Sept. 8, 77 3:00 p.m. 
Eurocen Logging Division Sept. S, 77 3:00 p.m. 
Karpal Contracting Sept. O, 77 |:00 p.m. 
Cam Contracting Sept. e, 77 e:oo p.m. 
6. Coast Sort (Twinriver) Prince Rupert Sept. 9, 77 12 noon 
'7. Con.col (Pohle) Sept. 10, 77 4:00 p.m. 
8. Bruce Porker Sept. 12, 77 7:30 p.m. 
Hazelton Reload Sept. 12, 77 7:30 p.m. 
9. Noss Camp Sept. 13, 77 7:00 p.m. 
Twinriver Timber.Terrace Sept. 14, 71 1:30 p.m. 
I,W,A, Office, ?~rrece Hotel 
Dining Room-Kemeno 
Terroce Hotel, Skeone Room No,1 
' Terrace Hotel, Skxna Room No. I 
Terrace Hate, SluHmo Room No. I 
Terrace Hotel, Skcene Room No. ! 
Terrace, Hotel, Skeeno Room No. 1 
Terrace Hotel, 5keens Room No. ! 
Terrace Hotel, Skcena Room No. 1 
Terrace Hotel, Skeene Room No. 1 
Lunchroom 
Lunchroom 
Skoglund Hotsprings 
Skoglund Holsprings 
Skoglund Hotspringo 
Skoglund Hotsprings * 
Skoglund Hotsprings 
Booming Grounds 
Terrace Hotel.Green Room 
Bulkley Valley Motel 
Bulkley Valley Motel 
Rec. Hall Ness Camp 
Terrace Hotel Green Room 
lii! li ~ itm!   ¸, 
• - t l i l i L~ i~ ........... -...~..._ii SERVICE 
SPECIAL 
EXPIRES 
SBq' 16 
SHOCK ABSORBERS 
not moretben 
s41,,W 
p,w Installtwo SURE TRACKERS , ~  
heaw duty AW series ~ ~ # 
Motorcraft shock absorbers ~ //##~'~V' ~-  
,,onto, rea, ~ //~W / /  
t,J Inspect front and rear suspension "~' / /~P"  , / /  
e, spri,~s A~//~IF' ,// 
steerir~assembly / ~ ff/~ 
stosri,g,,~aQe / / / /~ ,  
Instellalion i cluded . / i~ /  / ././'~r~ffi 
Passenger cars and light rucks ~ jkb~/" 
AW series heavy.duty shock absorbers ~ ,~'~.,"~, 
carry a life,time guarantee. "" #~ 
CALLOUR SERVICE DEPARTMENT 
I 9o DAYS OR| THEY LL KEEP YOU GOING 
41100 MILES 
 4o! ....... TERRACE TOTEM FORD SALES LTD. 
4631 KEITH TERRAOE, B,9, 6354994 
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,_(the herald ) . . . .  SEEKS THIRD OPTION Ca  
Quebec patriot believes in nada 
( Kltlmat). 532.6209 ' MONTREAL CT- "I have two loves," asks: "What is it to be a good Canadian? grapple with some of the grave problems 
facing mankind, especially the life-and. 
death struggles of the Third World. PUBLISHER,,. W.R. (BILL) LOISELLE 
MANAGING EDITOR.., STU OUCKLOW 
Published every weekday at 3212 Kalum St. Terrace B.C. A 
member of Varified Circulation. Authorized rs second class 
mall. Registration umber 1201. Postage pah. , cash, retbrn 
postage guaranteed. 
NOTE OF COPYRIGHT 
The Herald retains full,complete and sole copyright In any 
advertisement produced and.or any' editorial or 
photographic ontent published In the'Herald. ~eproducflon 
Is not permlfled without the written permission of the 
Publisher. 
Le vesque 's
language 
By INA WARREN 
MONTREAL (CP)- "It's me that controls my house 
and not Levesque," paid Portuguese immigrant Joao 
Rosa after registering his little girl in an English 
elementary school Tuesday. 
Like many Portuguese parents who live in the city's 
northeast ection, Rusahas chosen to send his child to an 
elementary school, in defiance .of the new Quebec 
government language legislation.. 
Although the legislation restricts English schooling 
mainly to children with at least one parent educated in 
English in Quebec or children whose brothers or sisters 
school boards are pursuing an open-door registration of 
ineligible, children despite warnings that government 
grants will be cut off for illegally-registered children. 
Another father chatting with Rosa in the schoolyard of 
Our Lady of Mount Royal Roman Catholic school said he 
is fed up with. Camille Laurin, the Quebec cultural 
development minister, whom he regarded as a despotic 
king. 
The Portuguese fathers call the language law "racist" 
and "discriminatory" and insist they want their children 
to attend English schools because "English is the 
language of North America and the nine other provin- 
ces." 
Although the Portuguese community is craaitionslly 
RomanCatholic, the men say that, if necessary, they will 
put their children in Protestant schools to be educated in
English or even send their children to private schools. 
"It doesn't cost much, maybe $1,000 ayear," saysone 
father of two illegally-registered children, who works as 
a waiter. The othermen in the circle nodded their 
agreement. 
Ironically, these parents talk to each other in French, 
the second language of most Portuguese-speaking im- 
migrants and the one they use most in their low-paying 
service jobs. But they say their children speak English. 
However, Desmond Ryan, the school's heavy-set, pipo- 
smoking principal, said in an interview that most of the 
Portuguese children speak almost no English when they 
start kindergarten. 
Some 70 percent of the 400 children attending the school 
come from Portuguese families,, while the remainder 
come mainly from Spanish, Greek, and Chinese homes. 
"We'll try and give them everything they should be 
getting and that means the three R's," says the principal 
about his illegally-registered students. 
Last year the school set up special classes for some 7 O 
immigrant children, who had failed English tests 
required under previous legislation, but whose parents 
insisted they attend English schools. 
Although beth English Catholic teachers and prin- 
cipals are pursuing awell.advertlsed policy of accepting 
any child whose parents insist on an English education, 
they do not have. the backing of the Montreal Catholic 
School Commission which oversees both English and 
French schools. 
In contrast, he Protestant school system is presenting 
a united front on the language issue and the Protestant 
School Board of Greater Montreal PSBGM has vowed to 
challenge Bill 101, the language law, in the Supreme 
Court. 
Nevertheless, parents showing up a t  Barclay 
Protestant School in the city's north-end Greek area are 
told. that the school will take their children but cannot 
make any promises of what will happen in the future. 
At least 90 percent of the approximately 1,100 children 
attending Barclay are from Green families. 
The uneventful registration day at Barclay was 
covered by three television camera crews including one 
from the American network CBS. 
she says "My country and Quebec. But 
I'm a Quebecer above all. I belong to this 
land." 
. So speaks Solange Chaput-Rolland, 
wnthor, journalist, television personality 
eigth members of the new National Unity 
Commission. 
She says she joined the federal com- 
mission on Canadain unity because "the 
federal system best suits us in Canada. 
"But, if the pre~ent system sufficed for 
Canadians, there wouldn't be the tensions 
that now exist between Canada and 
Quebec. 
"So, as with the other members of the 
commission and so many other 
Canadians, I heve been looking for years 
for a third way - that is, a' renewed 
frederalisn~ capable of absorbing the 
taesions of 1978 and the year 2000. 
• " I  believe federalism is the only system 
capable of containing the'aspirations of 
all of the provinces," she said. "But the 
~resent system doesn't respond to all 
elr aspirations." * 
Mrs. Chaput-Rolland escribes herself 
as an activist who has been on the public 
squares of Canada for the last 15 years. "I 
am typically a French-speaking Canadian 
who is not a pequlste a member of the 
Partl Quebecols, who is not satisfied with 
the present state of federalism inCanada. 
I'm no more difficult to understand than 
any other Canadian who believes as I do." 
The daughter of an industrialist, she 
studied at the Sorbonne and started her 
career as a journalist on the Journal du 
Nord at St. Jerome, north of Montreal. 
Mrs. Chaput-Rolland, who is 58, first 
became known to English Canada in 1963 
when she and co-author Gwethalyn 
Graham wrote Dear Enemies, and ex- 
change of letters expressing the views of 
two Canadians from different sides of the 
linguistic fence. 
She has written vulumes on the subject 
of Quebec and Canada, and today she 
• "Is it to wave the flag on every corner of 
Canada and then do nothing about 
changing things that have to be changed 
inorder that Canada stays together. Well, 
I'm not sting waver. 
"I think that most people who declare 
themselves good and dedicated and 
committed Canadians haven't got a clue 
of what is going on in Quebec and never 
cared much to find out." 
"While Quebecers have come more and 
more to know who they are," she said 
recently. "Canadians from other 
provinces are still searching for their 
identity." 
Turning to Canada's role in a wider 
world, Mrs. Chaput-Roiland commented: 
"We have come out of our collective 
navel. 
"We must get out of our internal battles, 
our myopic view of ourselves." 
A Canadian representative at tim 
United Nations in the late 1960s, he had to 
"v, vents to come - not in many years 
bsca~e I'm not getting any.you .ngnr, bu.t 
still - I would like to go very nummy nacz 
to the United Nations... because I want to 
work for what I believe in. Probably the 
greatest problem in the world in the years 
to come is hunger. 
"That's why I said we have to get out of 
our little internal strife and look ahead 
and say, 'Will my grandsons he better in 
an independent Quebec if they have 
to eat?' 
"I can't change the will of the people," 
she said. "I can only bring them more 
information - about Canada, about 
federalism, about the possibility of 
making this country at long last 
generous." 
Flim-flam from 
Vander Zalm 
These ducks look perfectly content with their lot,.but 
believe it or not, they're in a cage. They were part of an 
exhibit in last weekend's fall fair. Just goes to show you 
that people can really be considerate owards their pets, 
or if they're slated for the dinner table, that yon can't 
trust anybody no matter how they might treat you. 
The new "Operation 
Vandal Stop" program of 
the Department of Human 
Resources is "Flim-flam 
from Vander Zaim", Emery 
Barnes, New Demoractlc 
MLA for Vancouver Centre 
said today. 
"Such blatant chicanery 
is typical of Human 
Resources Minister Bill 
Vander Zalm, who is blinked 
by his self-bestowed 
blessing of omnipotence," 
Mr. Barnes said. 
"First, it is unlikely be 
explored the feasabllity of 
his scheme with responsible 
spokespersons for anti- 
pevertygroups. FUrther, it 
is outside his authority to 
arbitrarily dictate the place 
of work, amount o be paid, 
and who. of the citizens of 
this province are to he hired. 
His job is to ensure that 
welfare services provided 
"There are 90,000 persons 
unemployed in  this 
province, what right has the 
minister of human 
resources to designate a 
category of jobs to one 
special group." Mr. Barnes 
said. 
"It is pathetic that the 
minister should suggest his 
scheme of hiring welfare 
people to work in the schools 
would not take away union 
jobs. 
Such jobs should, in fact, 
become new anion jobs with 
full benefits and full job 
security. To otherwise 
enforce his program would 
he usury and an act of heavy 
handed ictatorship." 
"No doubt of surprise to 
Mr. Vander Zaim, persons 
dependent upon welfare 
assistance are not parasites, 
nor second class citizens. lot Offbeat I They are citizens, period, • tawa by regulations are available and civil rights apply to 
to thosepersona who everyone qually in our Killing with kindness n qualify. '"~l':I~demeeraticsociety'"'~ 
ByRIC I I .D  JACKSON Hand it to Employment and'ira- 8p . e to anyoe "'.L" rov  
OTTAWA, - it isn't enough that he migration Minister Bud Cullen for who will listen. And happy to make 
has slaughtered :them in elections, 
Prime Minister Trudeau seems to he 
trying to kill the Conservatives with 
kindness. 
A cabinet appointment for 20 year 
former staunch Tory stalwart Jack 
Hornet, so recently the key Con- 
servative from Alberta. 
A Liberal commission chair- 
manship for. career - provincial and 
"Brunswick Conservative Gordon 
Fairweather. 
A warm welcome and a safe seat 
on the Liberal side of the Commons 
for Jacques .Lavoie, who, in a 
stunning political robbery, stole the 
Montreal seat of Hochelaga for the 
Conservatives and then turned it 
over to the Trudeauites. 
And now the ultimate gift: 
Scnatorships. 
One coming up for veteran Con- 
servative MP George Hoes, former 
party president who, friends lament, 
just might be in the mood to'accept 
it. 
Another for 20 year Tory MP 
Heath Macquarrie. 
And w i th  the kindly Prime 
Minister looking over others in the 
Conservative ranks deemed worthy 
of his blessing and nomination to 
Canada's finest club .and golden 
years of ease in that elite bank of 
tread-worn politicians, a posy 
preserve traditionally reserved for 
Liberal bagmen. 
10icking an experienced and knowing 
hand when going shopping for a 
publi.c relations man. 
As his "Media Relations Adviser," 
the .new handle, for political 
publicists in Fat City where fancy 
new upgraded titles are 
bureaucratic status ymbols, he has 
recruited old Press Gallery pro and 
Southam News Service veteran 
George Brimmeli. 
George has addressed his first 
Communications Bulletin to the 
Press Gallery. 
It reads easily and that's 
something for.a government han- 
dout - and strikes a nice light note: 
"Now that he has a new portfolio, 
(Employment and Immigration), 
the minister figures'this would be a 
goedtlme to streamline his.name for 
publication purposes. 
"Therefore, would you he kind 
enough in future to refer to 
simply as plain Bud Cullen? 
"No more Jack Syndey George 
(Bud) Cullen, or J.S~G. (Bud) 
Callen. 
"Just Bud." 
Or better still - and George 
Brimmell might have missed a bet 
here - "just Plain Bud." 
Ever occur to you how terribly 
busy John Diefenbaker keeps 
himself these days. 
them.  
Ribben-cuttings, falr-openlags, 
appearances here, there, anywhere 
there is a Golden Age Olympics, a 
.community picnic, a neighborhood 
corn.reast, a handicraft exhibit, a 
service club barbecue. 
And if he isn't racing around the 
National Capital or Eastern Ontario 
or Western Quebec keeping himself 
busy, he is down in Atlantic Canada, 
out on the Prairies, or further west 
over the Great Divide where the 
mountains weep down to the sea, 
doing the same thing. 
.Why all this activity with his 82rid 
birthday now.ouly days away? 
"Have to keep going," he says, 
"can't sit around, mustn't have time 
oil my hands." 
But .why? 
"Olive," he murmured, and his 
eyes misted. "I can't get over it. 
She meant so much. I'm desolate." 
Rwus'a moment to shake anyone 
watching..  
The Old Veteran, head buried in 
his hands, his lips trembling when he 
slowly locked, up,  and in an 
emotional panic, busied himself 
tidying up his lettor-littered esk. 
The Old Man is lonely. Just plain 
doing your decent deed for the day. 
t 
Business Spotlight 
Ecology-conscious firm makes 
gas, fertilizer from from manure 
HIGH LEVEL, ALTA. CP-A six.month contract from the Alberta for ! ~  use in powering farm 
company in northern Alberta i s '  agriculture department to test t~. machinery. 
testing a plant designed to produce plant during the winter. The feder~ Rhoades said the plant will 
methane gas and fertilizer from government uls~ has expressed produce nough gas in winter to heat 
manure interest in the process, itself and his home. 
Theplant, operatedbyRandLBio Rhoades says he. intends to He said he hopes commercial 
Gas Ltd. of High Level, is believed manufacture similar p|.ante for mrm ,production of the plants can begin 
the largest' and most northernly in use as well as larger piante for feed next year. 
Canada. lots, slaughter-houses and municipal "The winter tests will be useful. 
Sheep amnureand water mixed in disposal systems, But we. believe that even If the 
a 15,000-gallon tank produce production slows down in extremely 
methane by anaerobic or oxygen- "The Size of the plant needed coldweather, this gns plant would me 
free action. The residual liquid is a depends on the amount of deeom- recover its cost in fuel and fertilizer 
fertilizer, suitable for farm use. poeable material you have, and the within three gears. 
Don Rhoades, a High Level far- amount of gas and fertilizer uou. Cost of an automatic plant similar 
mer, began working on the plant to produce,, he said in qn interview, to that in High Level is estimated at 
ago after eading about similar ones A plant similar to the one at High he said. 
in India. Level would be able to handle .the "The potential for farm gas plants 
He formed R and L Bio Gas in 1975 manure of 75 cattle. It is capable of is enormous. I believe our company 
and built the plant on his farm., In producing more than 3,000 cubic feet is further ahead in this field than 
addition to using .the anaerobic of methane a day under normal anyone in Cunda, and we intend to he 
process, the plant utilizes solar heat. conditions, enough for needs around in commercial production before 
The company recently received a the home and to provide extra gas anyone 
tkv British Columbia 
Cattlemen's A sociation has 
commended the Social 
Credit Government o,fr 
heeding thief request for a 
more equitable means of 
taxing and grazing lands. 
Joe Post, Chairman of the 
Cattlemen's Taxation 
Committee has written 
Fiance . Minister Evan 
him for introducing Bill 31, 
Assessment Amendent Act, 
1977 which contains a 
number of amend- 
merits.Post said "We are 
parflculary pleased with 
Article 20 which amends 
Section 26, whereby a farm 
or. ranch will be assessed 
. without regard.to it's value 
for other purposes". 
In a submission to the 
Commission of Inquiry on 
Property Assesment and 
Taxation which met in 
Kamloops in 1975, the 
Cattlemen pointed out that 
cattle production in the 
province is utilizing lands, 
wl~ich in most cases will not 
support production of crops 
suitable for direct con- 
.umptlon. 
Post says, "These same 
lands might a higher market 
value for uses other than 
food production, and far- 
mew andranchers had been 
paying taxes based on 
market value. The farmer 
was paying property tax on 
his source of income while a 
wage earner was paying 
property tax only ouhis  
home". 
The brief also pointed out 
that cattle ranching relies 
on large land areas as a 
production resource, and 
any changes in the taxation 
system that would result in 
increasing taxation levies to 
the food producer may have 
e very dramatic effect on 
local food dupplies. Higher 
lbwer the standard of living 
for many ranchers," said 
Post, "even now, the 
s ~ r  and less 
established members must 
augment their income from 
outside sources." 
Post says the Cattlemen 
are pleased that the 
Assessment Amendments 
classify a farm in that 
eat~g~y intil it no longer 
meets the standar~is ln~ 
some other repect. Post 
concluded "This Association 
has maintained that the only 
fair. basis o f  taxing 
agricultural land is ant the 
basis of productivity, and 
we are grateful that farmers 
~nnd ranchers are being 
listened by the Govern- 
ment." 
i 
0|977 Unlwftol PfeU Synd~coll 
"Say when." 
? 
ByGLENN COLE 
MONTREAL (CP)- 
Rookie defensive back Eric 
Harris snared an errant 
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TOBONTO 20, MONTREAL 14 
Interception snares win for agronauts , 
The attendance broke of old mSToront o quarterback 43rd career TD, a club But Andruayshyn made seconds to play, Barnes, Kirk was the game's top ByTHEC£P~?|AM PRESS 
mark of 68,505 set last Sept. Chuck Ealey connected on a record. East : ~6 when Montreal played 37 yard touchdown pass to The Alouettes were given good on his 95 yard field goal looking for tight end Peter paso receiver with three attempt with 5:26 gone for Della Rlva, threw .the ball catches for $9 yards while 
their lint game In the new Kelvin Kirk with 5:52 gone credit for a two-point con- the only scerlng o the right at Harris who Toronto's NellLumsden led G W L T F A P • Montreal 8 7 1 0 114 114 14 
version when the Argonauts all rushers with 13 carries Ottawa pass from Montreat qusr, terback Joe Barnes and 
scooted 115 yards for his 
• first Canadian Football 
League touchdown with 12 
seconds remaining in the 
first half and Toronto 
Argonauts went on to defeat 
the Alouettes 20-14 Tuesday. 
right. 
• The loss, Montreal's first 
after seven consecutive 
victories, was watched by a 
CFL record crowd of 69.093. 
home park. 
The loss may have been 
even more damaging to the 
Alouettes as Barnes left the 
game in the third quarter 
with either a separated or a 
dislocated right shoulder. 
The interception by 
Harris snuffed out Mon- 
threat in the opening• 30 
minutes and after picking 
off the hall he bad no trouble 
eluding the Montreal 
nlayers. 
in the fourth quarter for 
Toronto's other touchdown. 
Zenon Andrmyshyn had two 
converts and two field goals 
to complete the Argonauts 
,their record to 3-5. 
Don Sweet kicked two 
field goals for Montreal's 
only offence until Sonny 
Wade •completed a three- 
yard pass to Peter Dalla 
Riva with four seconds 
remaining for the tight end's 
were called for pass in- 
terference on Wade's at- 
tempt o Ion Mofford. 
The Argonauts, who 
dropped a 16-10 decision to 
Montreal earlier this 
season, took the ball from 
the opening kickoff mar- 
ching from their own 23 to 
the Montreal 18 in 10 plays ' 
before the Aiouettas defence 
stalled them. 
opening 15 minutes. 
The Alouettes, whose 
offence managed to gain 
Just 97 yards in the first baH, 
puiledinte a tie at ~:~2 of the 
second quarter when Sweet 
connected on a 44-yard field 
goal. 
For a while• it appeared 
Montreal might take a lead 
before the half ended as they 
marched from their own 33 
to the Argonauts 12, With 30 
/Spot  I Te( "=(=tehs ded te o _ .  ££I,£ • runner's o ay 
Germany (CP)- High Perhaps Wailingford didn't "Another difference is 
• , ~ jumper Debbie Brill and tcH Pugh." . that swimmers are much 
~ / 1 0 .  l a  sB sprinter Patty Loverock, A bigger part of the youn~er on the average than 
r s  international competitors problemwas that the results track and field athletes. 
for Canada in track and field ~/ere posted so late it was Whether government money down to size ' bave spokon out against almost impossible,tall what anybody was doing." offeet on most 16 to 18 year 
Some familiar names 
were among those cut .by 
National Football League 
teams Tuesday as the clubs 
got down to the 48 man limit. 
New York Jets cut• run- 
nine back Ed Marinaro, 
Seattle Seahawks cut 
lineback Mike Curtis and 
Buffalo Bills released 
quarterba.ck Gary Marangi 
in me major moves. 
Marinaro, a star at 
• Cornell who heldthe NCAA 
career ushing record until 
Tony Dorsett shattered it 
last year, came to New York 
as a free agent prior .to the 
However, he played in just 
six games, rushing 7/times 
for 312yards and catching 21 
passes for 168 yards. A foot 
the final eight games of the 
season. 
The Jets also cut were 
wide receiver Howard 
Sat~rwhite and lineback 
Carl Russ. , 
Curtis, 34, a mainstay of 
the Baltimore Colts'defence 
of the late 1960s and a 13 
A number of trades were 
completed on cutdown day, 
including Baltimore's ob- 
taining the contract of 
defensive lineman Alden 
Roche from Green Bay 
Packers in exchange for a~ 
future draft choice and 
Seattle pickin~ up defensive 
end Andy Dorrts from New 
Orleans for a future draft 
choice.. ~The Seahawks 
eompietcd a busy day by 
signing former Notre Dame 
running back AI Hunter. 
San Francisco cut running 
hack Maofred Moore, a four 
year veteran from the 
University of Southern 
California, whom they 
obtained on waivers from 
Oakland earlier this sum- 
mer. Moore played with the 
'49era in 1974 and 1976, then 
went to Tampa Bay last 
season before returning to 
Oakland at the end of the 
season. 
The '49era lso let go of 
defensive backs Frank 
Oliver and Steve Jackson. 
year veteran, originally was New ,England waived 
acquired 5y, rSeattieJn.the ,,-rookie Mde ~,reeeiv~r Don 
1976 expansi0n draft: ..... Westbro0k and •Cl~veland 
• Seattle also cut defensive cut defensive back Terry 
linemee Horace, Jones and Brown. 
Mark Cbalmers, linebacker Kansas City trimmed 
Bob Simpson and running qua~terhock Mark Vitnil, 
back Ralph Nelson. rookie wide zeciever 
Marangi, who quar- Weddell Smith, llnebacker 
recent criticism of the 
natlsmd team at the World 
Student Games at Sofia, 
Bulgaria. 
• Their rebuttal came in 
interviews, during . the 
windup of the. World Cup 
track .and field cham- 
pionship where Brlll; of 
Haney, B.C., and Loveruck 
of Vancouver, competed. 
Brill, 24, finished second 
in the high jump at Sofia 
while Loverock, 24, 
recovered from a 24.hour 
influenza ttack to qualify fo 
rthe finals in the 100 metres. 
Both made...the national 
teamin 197 and they often 
room together on road trips. 
They were particularly 
disturbed at. criticism by 
track coach Liodel Pugh and 
others against Dacre 
Bowen, a member of the 
men's 4x400. metre relay 
team who failed to appear 
for a scheduled final. 
Pngh said Bowen did not 
notify him that he planned to 
go to Varnn, a Black Sea 
resort, bdt Loverock said 
she was presentwhen Ron 
Welllngford, manager of the 
team and" technical co-  
ord iuntor .o f  the Canadian 
Track and Field 
Association, was informed. 
"Part of the fault was 
Dacre's," said Loverock. 
"Perhaps he should have 
picked a better time than 7 
Brill said MatED Howe's 
failure to appear for a 200 
metre final was because 
were not received promp- 
tly. 
was in Sofia when the race 
was held. She just didn't 
know she was supposed to 
Brill and Loverock also 
said they were unhappy 
about negative reporting of 
the track and field team's 
~rformnnce atSofia. The 
only Canadian medal in 
track and field was Brill's 
silver for finishing behind 
Sara Simeoni of Italy. 
"I admit we didn't .do 
well,!' said Loverook. "But 
I think, it's unfair to be 
comparing track and field to 
swimming. There are 
tremendous differences 
between the two sports." 
Paced by Graham Smith 
of Edmonton, the swim 
• team provided all but one of 
Canada's 15 medals as the 
team finished sixth among 
almost 90 countries 
represented. 
"For one thing, the 
swimmers have more 
money at their disposal that 
track and field has,", said 
Loverock. "But I un- 
derstand that's about to~ 
change. Sport Canada has 
set up a support program to. 
help athletes who have to 
is cut off doesn't have much 
O~da .'
Pugh said morale on the 
track team was extremely 
low. 
Brill, who finished third in 
the high jump at the World 
Cup here behind Ross 
Ackermmm of East Ger- 
many and Simeeni, said 
many top members of the 
were forced to quit because 
they bad to support hem- 
solv~ 
Meeting 
tonight 
The Terrace Commercial 
Hockey League will be 
holding their annual 
organization meeting 
tonight at 7:30 p.m. in the 
senior citizen's room at the 
Terrace Arena. 
All members and in- 
terestedparfios are urged to 
attend. 
scampered away from the 
Montreal players for his 
lengthy TD which An- 
drusyshyn converted, 
Andrusyshyn added his 
second field goal fo the 
game from 32 yards out at 
2:St of the third quarter 
after Toronto had recovered 
a Montreal fumble. 
With 3:23 remaining In the 
quarter, Sweet barely 
converted a .46 yard try for 
his second field goal of the 
game. 
The Alouetteafinished the 
game with a net offence of 
278 yards compared with 255 
for Toronto. Toronto had 199 
yabts rushing and yards 
passing while Montreal 
gained 130 along the ground 
and 170 through the air. 
8350104171 6 
for 91 yards. Toronto S 3 S 0 125 151 6 
Toronto plays host to Hamilton 8 2 6 0 125 11~ 4 
Hamilton Tiger Cats next West 
Saturday while Montreal B.C. e 5 2 0 m ~3a ~ 
goes to Ottawa to met  the Edmonton S S 3 0 223 141 10 
Bough Riders Sunday af- Saskatchewan 8 S 3 0 168 1M I 
tornoon. 
It Is likely Montreal will 
have rookie quarterback 
Mark Jackson in their 
lineup for the game in Ot- 
tawa. Jackson is due to 
come off the injury list 
today, apparently fully 
recovered from an injury to 
his left thumb. 
WlnnllZg 
Calgary S 1 7 0 112 191 
Tuesday Result 
Toronto 20 Montreal 14 
Saturday Olmu 
Toronto at Hamilton 
Calgary at 6.C. 
Sunday Games 
Montreal el Ottawa 
Saskatchewan st WlnnlPe9 
8440 17S 11@ S 
2 
_k,_ ' .~----- ~ ' - 
Acc0rdin~.to test% a mouse's favorite food is chocolate.. 
NORTHWEST COMMUNITY  
• COLLEGE 
Clerk-Typist No.I 
The Northwest Community.College has a vacancy for a Clerk-Typist No.I 
for the Arts & Science Faculty Office. 
The successful applicant should he preparedto start immediately, be 
able tO work with a minimum of supervision and willing to perform a 
variety of tasks including typing, xeroxing, telephene-reception etc. 
Salary and conditions will be in accordance with the B.C.G.E.U. 
Collective Agreement, 
Starting salary is S845.00 
Manpower or the College. 
Application forms are available at Canada 
Northwest Community College 
Box 726 
Terrace, B.C. 
NOW  
terbacked Buffalo in the 
Bills' last seven games of 
the 1976 season, all losses, 
was traded to Green Bay 
last week. But he failed the 
Packers' physical and the 
deal was nullified. 
The.Bills also cut rookie 
placekicker Tom. Klahan, 
running back Darnell 
Powell and defensive 
lineman Marty Smith. 
Cincinnati Bengals cut 
linebacker Ken Kuba, wide 
receiver Bob Farnham and 
gwhiluard Jose Saint-Victor 
e Washington Redskins 
released Mike Hughes, an 
offensive tackle, Kevin 
Farrell, a wide reciever, 
and Duncan McColl, a 
defensive nd. 
THE HERALD 
Qyde Werner, and defen- 
sive. takcle Cornelius 
Walker. 
• Cliff Frazier, a dofemive 
lineman drafted in the  
second round by the Chiefs a 
year ago but traded to 
Philadelphia, was signed as 
a free agent. Frazier had 
been cut by Los Angeles. 
Rookie cornerback Mark 
Mitchell, a free agent, was 
released by Pl~lLadell0hla. 
Fitness is fun. 
Try some. 
Mets walk 
over ,Expos The  Provincial 
Gary C~wter bit his 20th I S ,  D R A W N  E V E R Y  M O N T H !  
NEW YORK (AP) -  Steve 
Henderson drove in three 
to lead New York Mets to a 
• 5-3 win over Montreal Expos 
in a National  League 
baseball game Tuesday. 
Henderson cracked a two- 
run single off Montreal 
Fred Holdaworth, 21,in the 
sixth to lxovide the decisive 
tuna after Lenny Handle 
walked and Bruce Boisclair 
doubled. 
homer in the fifth for the 
first Expos run and Mort, 
treal drove out New York 
starter Jackson Toodd, 3-4, 
in the seventh with two runs 
as Larry Parrish and Del 
Unser picked up the RBIs. 
Six Expos pitchers held 
the Mets to a total of five 
hits, but also aided the New 
• York attack by issuing five 
walks. 
Career opportunities 
• Career  Opportunity CAREER 
Adver t i s ing  Sa les  OPPOR ITY 
, . , . . .  o.,,, .. PRESS 
'"'"""'"°' "r"" '° APPRENTICE  towards a future In advertising sales. ~: 
Applicants should be neat in appearance, 
havese[f management abilities, enloY The Terrace Dally Herald •requires e 
meeting people and have the ability to young enthusiastic, relllblo person to 
generate new Ideeo. Sales experience work towards e future In the printing 
would be an asset. Your own transportation Industry. 
Is necossary. Furl line of company benefits. 
Opportunity for Advancements. Applicants should be mechanically 
• inclined and be willing to "accept 
responsibility. 
CONTACT: 
CANADA EMPLOYMENT CENTRE 
4530 LAZELLE 
TERRACE, B.C. 
O*AO I! CANADA EMPLOYMEN T CENTRE 
LAZELLE 
, TERRACE, B.C. " I 
I 
PLAYTHE 
, NEW PROVINCIAL 
Now the Provincial Lottery gives you 
more tun, more action, more chances 
to win $1 million (tax free). 
6 CHANCES TO WIN 
A MILLION FOR JUST $5. 
Each $5 ticket (good for two dra~,s) 
gives you six chances to win $1 million, 
four chdnces to win $100,000,00 and 
thousands of other tax free prizes, 
NOW A 
MONTHLY DRAW! 
Now there are ]2 Provincial draws 
a year - one each and every month. 
And any one of these draws can make 
you a millionaire. 
EACH TICKET GOOD IN 
IWO CONSECUTIVE DRAWS. 
That's right, The ticket you buy today 
gives you three chances to win a million 
in thls month's draw and three more 
in next month's too! 
,¢ 
IIBI . >..' ========================= :;.:~:~:;!'i:~[::::~:::,, ." .':::: " ,, ~ :::~:~::: . . . .  .:i!!~!! 
.... .... ~: ,'..~ .i " ':~:~ ' ./]!!!i~ 
Be one _ 
of lhis month's 
millionaires! Pro nclal, 
i FIRST DRAW- September 3Oth. Tickets now on sale. 
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LOOKING 
' FOR A J( 
LOOKING 
FOR 
19. Help Wanted 
The Herald, 3212 Kalum Street 
P.O. BOx3~ Terrace, B.C. 
Phone635.6357- Terrace 
Subscription rates: Single Copy 
20 cents. _Monthly by carrier 
Three Dollars ($3.08). 
Yearly by mall In Canada 
$40.00. Senior Citizens $20.OS 
per year. 
Yearly by mall outside Canada 
$51.00. 
Authorized as second class mall 
by the Post Office Department 
Ottawa and for payment of 
postage In cash. 
Classifieds due 24 hours prior to 
desired day of publication. $2.00 
for first 20 words, 10 cents each 
word thereafter. No refunds on 
classified ads. 
I. Cominq  Events 
Weight Watchers meeting held 
every Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the 
Knox United Church Hall, 4907 
Lazelle Avenue. 
Terrace Duplicate Bridge Club 
wi l l  commence play each. 
Tuesday night at 7:30. Play will 
he In room 4; Caledonia High 
School. All bridge players are 
invited to attend. For part- 
nership or Information phone 
635.7356. (CTF) 
Thornhil l  Calorie Counters 
meet every Tuesday, Thornhlll 
Elementary School, 7:15 p.m. 
New members welcome from 
Terrace and Thornhlll. 
Loyal Order of Moose Ledge No. 
1820, Terrace, B.C. Meeting 
held every 2nd and 4th Thur- 
sday every month at 8 p.m. 
Phone 635-6641. (cff) 
INCHES AWAY CLUB 
every Tuesday night at S 
in the Skeena Health Unit. For 
more Information phone 635- 
2847 or 635.3023. 
Kermoda Four Wheelers 
Meetings 1st Wednesday of each 
month st 8 p.m. in the meeting 
room at the Sandman Inn. For 
further Information phone 635- 
3442. 
Meeting - Terrace B.P.O.E. 
(Elks Lodge). •First and Third 
Thursday of month. O.O.R.P. 
(Ladles of the Royal Purpld) - 
Second and Fourth Monday of 
Month. 
Terrace Contract Bridge Club 
will begin bl.weekly play the 
first Thursday In October at the 
Sandman. There wil l  be 
beginning, Intermediate and 
advanced divisions. All those 
Interested in playing phone 638. 
1304 or 635-2130. (ol,2,3,4,5) 
14. Business Personal 
Webb Refrigeration 
4623 SOUC I E ~5.2188 
@ 
Authorized 
Service Depot 
Repairs to Refrigerators 
Freezers, Washers, Dryers, 
And Ranges 
E.W. Landscaping 
Box 454, Terrace, B.C. 
Specializing In Lands, Trees, 
Shrubs, etc. Complete Tree 
Care. Insect & Erosion Control, 
Fencing & Contract Blasting 
63,5-6993 
EUGEN WOESTE 
(o20,21,22 end of Sept.) 
16. Lost 
Male, part persian, 5 month old 
cat. Black with white underfur, 
white flea collar, from 3308 
Konnay area. Call 638.1227. (p- 
4,5) 
19: Help Wanted 
General office help required for 
small office. Reasonable typing 
speed eosentlal. Reply to Box 
1162 the Dally Herald, stating 
experience end salary ex. 
pe_cted._ (ctf) 
TAXI DRIVERS ' ' '  
Full time, part time. Class 4 
licence and police permit 
required. Contact manager, 
Terrace Taxi - 635.2242. (ctf) 
Wanted - one experienced teller. 
• Apply In person to the Bank of 
Montreal. (c.4,5,6) 
a l l  
r ~  
No running. 
No walking. 
No exercise. 
No effort. 
Penalty 
a shorter life. 
No argument. 
Fitness is fun, 
Try some. 
pBRrlCIPa,rT/Ol7~ 
POSITION VACANT-  Chllo 
Care Worker, for Intermediate 
School Commencing September 
7 (approximate). 
JOB DESCRIPTION • Working 
In a special education program 
Involving • ' teacher, ap- 
proximately 10 students and the 
child.care worker. 
Students range from fen to 
fourteen years, male and 
female, mese are behaviorally 
dlsturbecl and disruptive In a 
regular classroom. 
Counselling of students, as 
well as regular contact w~th 
parents, Intensive one.to-one 
relafleashlp with child outside 
the classroom situation and 
setting up programs for the 
child as reinforcement for good 
behavlour Inside the classroom. 
Program Involves activities 
outside the classroom. 
QUALFICATIONS - Applicants 
should possess a vehicle. 
• Should possess a great deal of 
• persistence, patience, and have 
a hlgh frustration level. 
HOURS OF WORK . 35 hour. 
week, pesslbly .some weekend 
work. 
Afternoon and evening work 
primarily. 
Applications available or 
send resume to: 
Community Resources 
4603.D Park Avenue 
Terrace, E.C. 
VOG IVS 
c-16-4) 
SCHOOL DI STR I CT 08 
(TERRACE) 
Teacher's aid for protected 
<lndergarten class (A.M.) at 
E.T. Konney Primary 
School. This Is a small class for 
multiple handicapped children. 
Experience working with 
:hlldren essential. This position 
:~fters work for four (4) hours 
~er day. 
For furthern Infermatlon col 
635-4931 or pick up appllcatlol 
forms at 3211 Kenney. (o 
2,3,4,5,6) 
I 
24. Situations Wanted 
Babysitting available, your 
hours, trained supervision, 
large playground (fenced and 
equipped), large Inside play 
area, on quiet street. Phone 635- 
3187 or 635.8398. (p.22,4) 
33. For Sale - Misc. 
For Sale: 1 seat for a van. 
Never been used with seat belts. 
1 car rack. Phone 635.2909 
before Sept. 3 and 633.2442 after 
Sept. 3 (p.22,1,2,3,4,) 
New hay for sale: R. Perry, 
Woodcock, B.C. Mailing ad- 
dress: Box 99, Kltwanga. 
Phone 112-649-5404 (p- 
22,5,10,15,20,5,10,15,20) 
For Sale: 1 Pioneer PL15R 
Turntable, 1 AMX Pro 19 amp 
with 60 watts per channel and 2 
Sacam speakers with built In 
crossover network. Is In like 
new conditloo. New price 
$850.00 asking $650.00 Phone 635. 
9636 after 6 p.m. (I)-4) 
2 wood cookstoves. Open to 
offers. 635-2485 (o4,5,6) 
For Sale: Washer and dryer 
and new shower cabinet. Phone 
635-3449 (p.4,5) 
37. Pets 
For Sale: English Springer 
Spaniel. 2 years. Spayed. 
Looking for a farm home. 
Further Information Phone 635- 
2013. (p-4,5,6) 
38 Wanted . Misc. 
Responsible and honest young 
~rson to share expenses of 
three bedroom apt. Must have 
references. Phone 638.1250. (p. 
3,4,5) 
Wanted: Mature babysitter In 
Parkslda School area for 2 
ddldren: ages 6 mos. and 5 
years. Hours: 9 a.m. - 1:30 p.m. 
for baby. 11:30a.m. - h20 p.m. 
for 5 year old boy $8 per day. 
Phone 638.1520 afternoons. (p- 
3,4,5,6) 
39. Boats & Enqines 
22' Relnell Cabin Cruiser Sleeps 
six. With tandum trailer, ex- 
cellent condition. Loaded with 
extras boat house kept. Full 
price $13,500 or nearest offer. 
Phone 635.2083 after 6 p.m. {p. 
22,1,2,3,4) 
For Sale: 16' steel hull river 
boat with 40 h.p. jet drive 
Johnson and trailer. Phone 632. 
3605 (p.22,1,2,3,4) 
J 
The humble in humble 
pie refers to the lesser parts 
of an animal, such as the 
heart, liver, kidney, etc. 
I 
I 
43. Rooms for Rent 
OlJnton Manor j 
~rnlshed or unfurnished studlo~ 
1 bedroom apartments.| 
curlty enterphone. Sauna.~ 
635-4261 l 
n 638-1032 i | 
Room for rent with kitchen and 
riving room facilities on the 
bench. 635.3971 (off) 
47. Homes for  Rent 
For Rent: Three bedroom 
home with fireplace. Heat and 
light Included. Phone 638.1929 
or 635-4322 (p-1,2,3,4,5) 
2 bedroom house for rent. 
Fridge and stove, table with 
four chairs. Phone 635.4831 or 
635-3108 (p-4) 
1 bedro6m trailer for rent. 
Frldge and stove Included. Has 
table and chairs. Westerhoff 
Apartments, Nelson Rd., New 
Remo. Phone 635.6904. (c.4,5,6) 
48. Suites for  Rent 
CEDAR PLACE 
APARTMENTS 
4931 Walsh Avenue 
Suite 113 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-7056 
New I, 2 and 3 bedroom sulte,. 
for rent. Frldge, stove; 
drapes, carpet, rec area, 
sauna and pool fable, wlth 
Security enterphone and 
elevator. Absolutely no pets. 
.(dr) . , _ 
Available Immediately. 1 
bedroom, semi.furnished suites 
came to town. Ptt~e 635- 
7318 or 635-7261 (c-4,5,6) 
KEYSTON E COURT 
APARTMENTS 
Office No. 2 - 4603 Scott. One 
two and three bedroom apart 
ments. Laundry & Storage 
area. Near schools and 
downtown. Clean, quiet, 
;pecious, security lock.up and 
)atrol. 
635.5224 
(ctt) 
3 bedroom apt. for rent. With 
frldge and 'stove $185.00. 
Without $150.00. Ready for 
Immediate occupancy. Phone 
638.1~16 or 635-7502 (p-4,5,6) 
HILLSIDE LODGE 
4450 Little Avenue 
Sleeping rooms, housekeeping 
units, centrally located. Fully 
furnished. Reasonable rates by 
day or week. Non.drinkers 
only. Phone 635.6611. (ctf) 
49. Homes for Sale 
. 
For Sale by Owner. Spacious 
and modern 2 bedroom up- 
stairs, large kitchen and living 
room with Franklin fireplace, 
f urnished revenue suite downstairs. Lovely yard. 
Phone 635.5733 after S p.m. (p. 
1,2,4,5,6) 
I I I  
FOR SALE 
Premium constructed : 
bedroom home on the bench. 
;Inlshed basement with private 
mtrance contslnlng 2 additional 
)edrooms or self containing 
,- envenue suite. 
Priced to sell at $49,500. 635. 
N44 for appointment to view. 
cff.) 
L 
~or Sale: By Owner. Well| 
finished 3 bedroom home,| 
fireplace, ensulte plumhlng,| 
Sully carpeted and tully land-| 
cape# 635.7367 (o3,4,5,6) J 
52. Wanted to Rent 
Wanted to Rent: A one or two 
house on outskirts of town for 
one working man. Phone 635. 
9636 after 6 p.m. (p.4) 
55. P roper ty  for Sale 
For Sale: 5 acres with House 
and outbuildings. Near town. 
Power and well. Call 635-7394 
after 6 p.m. (p.3,4,5,6,7) 
57. Automobi les  68. Legal  
i i  i I 
For Sale: 1972 Ford 4X4, 1/2 ton. i ~ Tfani~,~ 
With radial tires, built.in radio. 1 -" Cwisd8 
tape deck. Best reasonable 
offer. ' Phone 635.4561 after 6 
p.m. and ask for Col (off) 
for Sale: 1971 Dodge Polare, 
two dr. hard top 360 AT P.S., 
P.B., $1,100 Call 635-6988 after 4 
p.m. (p.2,3,4 
I 
Camda 
SEALED TENDERS, ad. 
dressed to the undersigned, 739 
.West Hastings, Street, Van- 
couver, B,C., V6C 1A2, and 
marked, "Tender for 
Alterations to the Power 
Distribution System at Terrace 
Airport, B.C.", will be received 
up to 3:00 p.m., PDST, Sep. 
tember 27, 1977. 
1970.Ford Custom, Four;door 
sedan, 302 cubic Inch, Plans, specifications and other 
automatic. $808 or best otter, tender documents may be 
Phone 635.6.235 or 635.4328 (off) examined at the office of the 
undersigned, Room 410, 739 
Transfers - Plates - Sales Tax. West  Hastings Street, Van- 
See Wlghtman & Smith - couver, B.C., and copies oh. 
AUTOPLAN agent. 4611 
Lakelse Ave. Terrace. Open folned on deposit of a certified 
Saturday. (df) cheque for $25.08 amde payable 
to the Receiver General for 
1970 Sunbeam Arrow, 4 dr. Caneda, refundable upon return 
Sedan 42,000 miles. Best offer, of the plans and specifications 
Phone 635.7550 between 5:08 - In good condlton within 14 days 
7:00 p.m. (c.3,4,5,6) of tender opening. 
1976 Corvette, 350 cu. In. Plans and specifications will 
automatlc,4,000mlles, radloT- also be on display at 
AS, B & M Shift kit Hurst Amalgamated Construction 
Shifter, Holley and much more, Association of B.C., 2675 Oak 
Immaculate. S9,500 firm. 635- Street, •Vancouver; Con- 
9510after 5 p.m. (p.3,4,5,6,7) structlon Plan Services, 3785 
Burnaby, B.C.' Northern B.C. 
For Sale: 1964 Comet for parts. Construction Association, 3851- 
Has two brand new studded lath Avenue, Prince George, 
winter tires. First $50 takes It. B.C.; and Terrace Construction 
Phone&35.9636after6 p.m. (p.4) Association, 4831 Kelth Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. 
For Sale: Chev Van S200 Phone 
635-2102 4623 HIIIcrest Ave. (p. 
4,6,7) 
Used cars for~sele: For In. 
stance: 
1975 Montego. P.S., P.B., auto., 
. $3495. 
1974 Mercury Bobcat . Auto., 
P.S., P.B., - $2295. 
1976 Ford Van F-350 - P.S., P.B., 
auto. .  $6100. 
View at: 
Rowford Splice Rite 
3103 Blakeburn Ave 
Terrace, B.C. 
Phone: Bus: 635.6567 
Home: 635.3644 
Dealer No. 0163 A 
i (c-4) 
1974 GMC % ton 4x4. LOW 
mileage. 635-2231 ask for Len 
(p-4,5,6,7,8) 
The lowest or any tender not 
necessarily accepted. 
Curve ba l charged 
in "dream mile" 
58. 'Mob i le  Homes 
For Sale: 1968 12'x52' Knight 
trailer and 2 Joey shacks. 
10'x15' and 8'x10' asking $8,000 
Phone 635.7451 (p.4,5,6) 
Rental Purchase, 24x56 double 
wide In Park park. 3 bedroom 
ensulte plumbing. Exclusive 
master bedroom. Storage 
room, living room, family 
room, kitchen, utility and dining 
room. Terms negotlahle. To 
bedroom,Storage 
phone 564.7235 days P.G. (c.4.8) 
12x56 1968 General Trailer. 
Joey shack, stove and trldge, 
washer and dryer. Located In 
Park Ave. trailer court. Phone 
635.5927 Phone after 6:20 p.m. 
(p.4,5,6,7,8) 
4 year old 3 bedroom Safeway 
House troller. Nice kitchen 
IIvlngroom area, laundry 
hookups service. 75' fenced lot. 
Furnlshedwlth appliances. For 
more information phone 635. 
6916 after 6 p.m. (o4,9,14,19,3) 
For Sale: 1971 5afeway 12x68 
mobile home. Fully skirted. 
Located at Pine Trailer Park. 
Phone 632.3605 (p-22,1,2,3,4) 
65. Mortgage Money 
I I I l k  ii 
Household Realty 
SECOND MORTGAGES 
No bonuses A~ 
No brokerage fees :, 
No finder's fees 
FAST SERVICE 
Come on In or call the nearest 
office of Household Finance 
Ask for Mortgage Services 
4401 Lakelse Avenue 
TERRACE 
635.7207 
n ~ _ 
By JOHN GIGGEY 
TORONTO (CP)-The 
promoter of the so.ailed 
"dream mile" race 
scheduled for Vancouver 
later this month said 
Tuesday he feels there was 
some "back room 
maneuvring" by New 
Zealand sports officials to 
get the event cancelled. 
Dan Shedriek of 
Telesports International 
Anno, mced Tuesday in New 
By DENNIS PASSA 
TORONTO (CP)- Carlton 
Fisk drove in seven runs 
with a first-inning grand 
slain and a three-run homer 
in the eighth and Fred Lynn 
added a solo shot to lead 
York the race has been 
dropped because the world 
record holder for the mile, 
John Walker of New 
Zealand, has decided he's 
not in shape to complet e. 
In a telephone interview 
Shedricksaid: "I think the 
of a curve ball." 
said he doesn't doubt 
Walker's statement that he 
isn't in top form and he 
believes the champion may 
have over-extended himself 
this year. 
Walker, world record 
holder for the mile at three 
minutes 49.4 seconds, and 
Tanzania's Filbert Bayi, 
who holds the 1,500 metres 
world record of 3:32.2 were 
to be the feature attraction 
in the proposed race, 
dubbed the "dream race," 
in Vancouver Sept. 17. 
l l.GAME LOSERS 
Sox rout Blue Jays 
Standings 
By THE CANADIAN PRESS 
National league 
Philadelphia 
F.B. Wong, Pittsburgh 
Regional Supply Officer Chicago 
Canadian Air T~'ansportatlon St. Louls 
Administration Montreal 
(c-4) New York 
LOS Angeles 
MINISTRYOF FORESTS Cincinnati 
Houston 
TIMBER SALE LICENCE A Sen Franclsco 
O9938 
A PUBLIC AUCTION will be 
held by the District Forester at 
Prince Rupert, B.C., at 10:30 
a.m., or as soon as possible 
thereafter, the 16 day of Sep- 
tember, 1977, for the purchase 
of Llcence A 09938, to authorize 
the harvesting of not more than 
1,700,000 cubic feet of timber 
each year for a three (3) year 
psrlnd. 
Cutting permits to be Issued 
under authnrlty of this Ilcence 
will authorize cutting on areas 
situated within the Skeena 
P.S.Y.U. In accordance with a 
to be submitted by the suc. 
cessful tenderer. 
To be eligible fo submit bids 
and have those bids consldernd 
a tenderer must have an 
allocated annual volume In the 
Skeene P.S.Y.U. available for 
application to this Ilcence of not 
less than the annual hervest 
volume authorized by this 
' Ilcence. Furthermore, an 
eligible tenderer must be the 
operator of • wood.processing 
plant with barking and chipping 
facilities utilizing logs to a 4- 
Inch top diameter. Each 
eligible tenderer wi l l  be 
required to submit proof that 
the timber to be authorized for 
cutting Is required as a supply 
to keep his wood.processing 
plant operating to the capoclty 
approved by the Licensor. 
Anyone who Is unable to at. 
tend the auction In person may 
submit a sealed tender, to be 
opened at the hour of auction 
and treated as one bid. 
Particulars may be obtained 
from the Chief Forester, VIc. 
torla; the District Forester, 
Prince Rupert; or the Forest 
Rangers, Terrace, Kltwange, 
and Hazelton, B.C. 
(o18,2,7,12,17,22,4,9) 
SEALED TENDERS, marked 
Extens ion ,  E lec t r i ca l  
Distribution System and Trailer 
Servicea for Ministry of Hlgh- 
ways, Maintenance Establish- 
ment, Salvus Camp. will be 
accepted by the Honourable the 66. Rec. Vehicles 
- Minister, Department of Public 
For Sale: 20' mini motorhome Works, care o f  Foreman of 
1976 model as new $16,080 or 
offers. Phone 635.9561 (p- 
2,3,4,5,6) 
For Sale: 1976 17' Vanguard 
trailer 13 months old. Fully 
equipped 849.5584 (o4.8) 
East 
W L Pct. GBL 
84 53 .613 - -  
79 60.568 6 
73 63.537 10 
74 64.536 101/2 
62 75.453 22 
54 83.394 30 
• West 
84 54.609 - -  
73 66.525 11 
68 7 .493 16 
64 75.460 20V2 
San Diego 62 78.443 23 
Atlanta 51 87 .37 33 
Tuesday Results 
New York 5 Montreal 3 
St. Louis 3 Chicago 1 
Los Angeles 3 San Dlego 2 
Pitlsburgh 5 Phllad-eti)hla 4' 
San Francisco 12 Atlanta 2 
Houston 8 Cincinnati 3 
Today's Games 
Montreal at Chicago 
St. Louisat Pittsburgh N 
Los Angeles at Atlanta N 
Philadelphia t New York N 
San Francisco at Cincinnati N 
San Diego at Houston N 
Thursday Games 
Philadelphia t New York N 
Montreal at Chicago 
S~t. Louisat Pittsburgh N 
Los Angeles at Atlanta N 
San Franclsce at Cincinnati N 
San Diego at Houston N 
Unbeaten  
team, near  
top 
RIO DE JANEIRO (CP)- 
The Canadian women's 
team advanced to the 
quarter-finals of the world 
junior volleyball cham- 
pionships Tuesday, winning 
their Second match in as 
many starts. 
The Canadian girls, who 
beat Argentina in their 
opener on Monday, posted 
their second victory with 
scores of 15-5, 15-5, 16-14 
over Spain. 
It marked the first,time a
Canadian team had reached 
the top eight in world 
competition. 
The Canadians dominated 
their smaller Spanish op- 
few moments in the third 
game when Canada was 
substttuing freely to get 
every player into the game. 
"We lost concentration in 
the third game," said coach 
Brd Kilb of Calgary. "But 
with a team as inex- 
perienced as ours, it is to be 
expected. Except for that 
one lapse we played up to 
our potential. 
'"We expected to win 
today in three and we did. It 
is something, quite 
something that our girls are 
on a team in the top eight in 
the world." 
Canada's next game is 
against Japan whose senior 
team-is the current world 
champ. 
"The girls are really 
playing Japan," said Kilb. 
"Although the Japanese are 
very good, we aren't 
counting ourselves out. We 
seem to get up for games 
against the Japanese." 
For Sale: 1975 Vanguard mini 
motor home Completely self. 
contained. Sleeps six. Like new 
condition. Phone 635.7202 days 
635.5702 evenings. (p.4,5,6) 
Works, 4027 Kelth Ave., 
Terrace, B.C. up to 2 p.m., 
September 26, 1977. 
Tendering documents may be 
obtained from Ministry of 
Public Works, 4827 Kelth Ave., 
Terrace, B.C. and also viewed 
at Government Agents Office, 
Terrace, B.C. on and after 
September 7, 1977. 
The lowest or any tender will 
not necessarily be accepted. 
(o4,5,6)$ 
"Where there is shouting, there is no true knowledge." 
Leonardo Da Vinci 
Boston Red Sox to an 11-2 
rout of Tornto Blue Jays 
Tuesday night before a 
crowd of 17,666. 
• The victory was Boston's 
fifth in a row and the loss 
extended the expansion Blue 
Jays' longest losing streak 
to 11. 
In the first inning, Rick 
Burleson singled, Lynn 
walked and Jim Rice was hit 
by a pitch before Fisk 
cleared the left field fence 
for his second career grand 
slam and his first since 1973. 
The four runs came at the 
expense of 9.1 year old Mike 
Darr, who was making his 
major league debut. Darr 
left in the second inning 
after he loaded the bases 
with one out. 
The Red Sox were leading 
6-2 in the .eighth when they 
runs. Rick Miller singled, 
went to third on Burleson's 
double and scored on Lynn's 
single. Burleson scored on 
Rice's single, and Fisk 
followed with his 21st home 
run of the seas0n': :~,'L'"; ~," 
The victory went to Bill 
L~ee, 7-3, who surrendered 11
hits before giving way to 
Jim Willoughby in the. 
eighth. 
The Red Sex scored a run 
in the second inning when 
Miller walked, Denny Doyle 
singled, Lynn walked to load 
Carl Yastrzemski hit a 
sacrifice fly. 
The Blue Jays scored 
their first run in 22 innings 
when Tim Nordbronk scored 
third on Doug Ault's 
fielder's choice grounder 
lathe third. Included in the 
scoreless streak were 8-0 
and 6.0 losses to the Red Sox 
in a doubleheader Monday 
night. 
Toronto scored its second 
run in the seventh inning 
when sAt:~sSingled home 
Steve . . 
• The Blue Jays threatened 
in the sixth, weha they 
leaded, the bases with to out 
but pinch hitter Otto Velez 
hit:into~ a~f0rceOut. :" 
• , . . , . , 
I 
Government of Canada 
TRADES SUPERVISOR, MAINTENANCE 
COMPLEX CENTRE 
Transport Canada (Air) 
Terrace, B.C. 
This competition Is open to both men and women who are 
residents of the Province of British Columbia. 
SALARY: $16,733 - $18,7.72. i 
UUTIES: Plans, schedules, implements, controls and 
reports on oporatlens and maintenance support programs 
, air conditioning, structural and electrical trades of the Port 
HardyAirport. S~porvises planned preventive maintenance, 
unscheduled corrective maintenance. Prepares budgets, 
work plans, work load analyses. Ensures that standards, 
policies, regulations and codes are observed and provides 
technical guidance to subordinate staff and to satellite 
station managers. 
Completion of Secondary School or, for experienced workers 
who may not possess such formal education, a demonstrated 
capacity for the work. Journeyman proficiency In one or 
more of the building trades; satisfactory physical condition. 
Kuowlndgo of the English language is essential. 
Apply before September 16,1977, quoting Reference Number 
77.V.MOT.147 to: Regional Staffing Officer, Public Service 
Commission, P.O. Box 11120, Royal Centre, 500 - 1055 West 
Guorgla Street, Vancouver, B.C., V6E 3L4. Appllcetlon 
Form (PSC 367.4110) is available at Post Office, Canada 
Manpower Centreand I~bllc Service Commission of Canada 
offices. 
I 
Do It Now 
Aluminum 
Sheets 
26" x 36" 
12 sheets only- 3 : /6  
THE DAILY HERALD 
3212 Kalum St. Terrace 
WANTED 
Ambitous boys or girls to do carrier 
routes. 
Good experience and earnings for the 
right persons. 
Phone Hr. Leiselle 635-6357 
The Temoe Daily Herald 
• t " ^ J 
e 
Athletes chosen tor 
Paciiic games 
OTTAWA (CP)- The in 1969with Canada winning 
Canadian. Track and Field 14 medals including three 
Association CTFA has gold and three silver. 
selected 34 athletes to At the next competition i
compete in  the Pacific r Toronto in 1973, Canada 
Conference Games in picked up 20 medals , in- 
Australia in December. eluding four gold and eight 
Athletes competing in the 
recent World Cup track 
meet in Dusseldorf, West 
Germany, were selected 
automatically with the 
balance of the team pick,ed 
after last weekend s 
national championships. 
The team includes 23 men 
and 11.woman. 
Ron Wal l ing ford ,  
technical director of CTFA, 
said Canada will .be com- 
peting against Japan, the 
U.S., New Zealand and 
Australlia. 
The games, held every 
four years, be~nn in Japan 
silver. 
Wallingford said.Canada 
will be doing well this year if 
they come back with 20 
medals..- 
"fhls meet falls in bet- 
ween our indoor and outdoor 
season and some of our top 
athlatesmay not be able to 
make it," he said. 
Desal Members of the 
men's team include: 
Desai Williams, Hugh 
Spponer, Bryan Saunders, 
Paul Craig, Bruce Simpson, 
Dave Watt and Borys 
Chambul, all of Toronto; 
Pat Fogarty, Bruno 
Pauletto and Bishop 
Solegiewicz, qli of Mon- 
treal; Frank Van Doorn, 
Calgary; Bob Reindl, 
Saskatoon; Mike Forgrave, 
Barrio, Ont.; Mike Nipinak,, 
Windsor, Ont.' Louis 
Groarke, Grog Joy, Dean 
Bauck, Dave Steen Murray 
Keting and Harold Heer, all 
of Vancouver and Phil Osen, 
Nanaimo, B.C. 
The womens team 
members are: 
Penny Werthner, Ottawa; 
Lueetto Moreau, Pte. 
Cascade, Que.; Jane Halst, 
Fenwiek, Ont.; Francine 
Gendron, Laval, Que.; 
Diane Konohowski, Ed- 
monton;  Joyce  
Yakubowich, Victoria; Ptty 
Lavereck, Marjorie Bailey, 
Debbie Brill, Anne Mackie- 
Morelli and Debbie Scott, all 
of Vancouver. 
B.C. outplayed in 
lacrosse finals 
WHITBY, Ont. (CP)- 
Whitby Builders capitalized 
on five power play goals to 
defeat Bumaby, B.C., 12-8 
Tuesday night to take a 1-0 
lead in the best-of-seven 
Mtnto Cup final for the 
Canadian junior lacrosse 
championship. " 
Builders held a 5-4 first 
~ iod  lead and led 10-4 
dway through the second 
period until Burnaby made 
a goaltending change 
bringing in Greg Pryde for 
starting goalie Rod 
Banister. The gcaltending 
change gave Burnaby at- 
tackers ome momentum as
they scored one goal late 
inthe period and three 
consecutive goals early in 
the third period to narrow 
the score to 10-8. 
Bryce Jordan, Jim 
Branton and Rick 
Nieuwandyk each scored 
two goals for Whitby. Ad- 
ding singles were Cam 
Devine, Neff Atkinson, 
Larry Graham, Ron McCoy, 
John Jordan and Ken 
Colley.: Dan Perreault, John 
K~ecich;John Purdon, Dan 
Wilson, John Swan, Mark 
Schnnrr, Derek Dicksou and. 
r~pied for Burnabv 
. it was a penalty freed 
contest with Whitby 
receiving 64 minutes of the 
119 minutes assessed in the 
game. 
"We couldn't blame our 
gcaltenders for the loss," 
said Burnaby coach Dan 
Mattison. "We adjusted to 
Whitby's tyle of play in the 
third period but by then it 
was too late." 
Whitby coach Jim Brady 
said: "Both Burnaby and us 
are .known to be fast 
breaking teams but that 
wasn't the case tonight. The 
referees called a tight game 
that took away from both 
teams tyle of play." 
Strained shoulder sidelines 
 top player 
FOREST HILLS, N.Y. 
( AP)- . :qI.~;~'~-¢an~ t,'.~'* piay 
anymore." With those 
painful words, Bjom Borg of 
Sweden -the No.1 seed, the 
Wimbled on champion, the 
top-rated male tennis player 
in the w~ld - took himself 
out of the U.S. Open 
championships. 
Borg, who strained his 
right sheulderin a practice 
session prior to the start of 
this tournament, overcame 
the pain in beating his first 
three opponents in straight 
sets. But Tuesday, it 
became too much. 
After one game. of the 
third and decisive set 
against Dick Stockton, Borg 
called it quits. The final 
score: S-8, 6-4, 1-0 default. 
During the rest period 
after the first game of the 
final.set, Borg approached 
Stockton. 
"I can't play anymore," 
Borg said. 
• "Are you sure you can't 
continue?" asked Stockton. 
"I'msure," replied Borg. 
'Tm finished." 
When he emerged for a 
news conference, Borg was 
composed, but clearly 
disappointed.. 
"F~-om the first set it was 
hurting, and it got worse 
with each game," the 21 
yearold Borgsaid. "Even if 
I had been able to win, my 
next match would have been 
best of five sets and there's 
no way I could do that." 
In less eventful matches, 
third.seeded Brian Gottfried 
of the U.S. and Manuel 
Orantes of Spain also ad- 
vanced to the quarter-finals. 
Gotffried, 2S, struggled.te 
get past the rising Polish 
, star,. 15th-seeded Wojtek 
Fihek, 6-7, 6-3, 6-4. 0ran- 
tcs,the 28 year old lef- 
thander, who won this event 
old John "~cEi~oe of the 
U.S. 6"2. 6"3. 
The top three women's 
seeds also won their way 
into the ~arter-finab. 
Chris .Evert, gunning, for 
her third straight title, 
whipped old rival Nancy 
Pichey, 6-3, 6-0. Second- 
seeded Mar t ina  
Navratflova, the Czech 
expatriate who now plays 
out of Dallas; handily beat 
Afrrcan 6-2, 6-1. And third- 
seeded Virginia Wade, the 
Wimhledon champ from 
Britain, defeatedMona 
Guerrant of the U.S. "/-5, 6-4. 
Sizth-seeded Rosie Casals 
of Sausnlito, Calif. was 
upset by No.12 .Wendy 
Turnbull of Australia 4-6, 6- 
0, 6-0, and 10th seeded Mima 
Jausovec of Yugoslavia 
trounced Dianne Fromholtz 
of.Australia 6-3,6-2. 
• In the iwomen's quarter- 
finals, Miss Evert will take 
on seventh-seeded Bill ie 
Jean  King; 14-year .old 
Tracy Austin will face fifty- 
seeded Betty Stove of the 
Netherlands; Wade will 
take on turnbull, and 
Navratflova will play 
Jausovec. 
Sill 
Too fat? Too 
thin? Too tired? 
Too often? Do 
something for 
somebody... 
Your body! 
Fitness is fun. 
Try some. 
PaRr/ClPa~) o 
Operating 
Brownies Reoipe 
Fried Chicken 
Franchise available in 
TERRAO'E 
A recently opened store on-going and established 
in this community. Excellent financing in place 
with a low down payment required. A rare OF. 
portunity to squire your own business, Contact: 
BROWNI ES FRANCHISES LTD., 
Vancouver. 
W. Noren, 255 6296 
Res. 298 8789 
or !t T i f f in ,  l,C. Lynden or Sendra Best, 4354502 
POSITION OPEN 
The Terrace Dully Herald I~  an opening 
for a circulation clerk. 
Applicants should have complete knowledge of Terrace 
and area. This is a full time salary position. 
Applicants should be neat in appearance, be able to 
meet the public and capable of managing own time. 
Your own transportation is necessary. 
Full range of company benefits available. 
Experience would be beneficial but not mandatory. 
CONTACT: 
CANADA EMPLOYMENT CENTRE 
4630 LAZELLE 
TERRACE, B.C. 
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GROCERIES 
MAPLE LEAF 
PIONIO HAMS 2.85 
48 OZ. Tin 2.3e 
SQUIRREL 
PEANUT BUTTER 
, Smoothor Crunchy. 
MEAT 
ROUND STEAK 
BONELESS. FULL CUT. 
CANADA GRADE "A"  
1.39 
VEAL FRONT ROAST 1 ,29 ,  
BONELESS 
' ~ ~IPORK BUTT ROAST 
.morn nov..,., 1.19 ,. 
APPLE AND 
STRAWBERRY JAM .o. *,n 1'96 
JUBILEE 
LUNOHEON MEAT , , . . .  T ins ,77 
OADBURV'S 
OHOOOLATE BARS 
Pkg. of e Rag, 
WESTONS 
WA60N WHEELS 12 oz. Pkg. 
BULK WEINERS 
TOP QUALITY' 
OHIOKEH BREASTS 
APPROXIMATELY 3 LB. 
POLY BAG 
.76 .. 
1.69 WU '°, '" '  
.80 
1.19.0 
SLIOKED 
O00KED HAM 1.19 
16 0Z. SLICED WHITE BREAD 
§ 1.89 
OR uEMA 
1CASE (28 LOAVES) J ig |  
• CAFETERIA 
COFFEE, TEA, 1 7 9  
OR SMALL POP • Each 
j 
(HE[HTHESE 
HARDWARE 
PRESTO GOURMET O00KER, 
MODEL 403 s.., fame, man.y, energy 
and cleanup 
3.5 l i t re  
18,H E. 
OHILDREHS LUIlOH KITS 
~Assor~tcl characters Includes 
10 OZ. THERMOS BOTTLE 
3 i~3 El. 
OHIAHTI BOTTLE OLOOK 
ELECTRIC ~ ~,, * 
LLOYDS LM, FaMe REOEIVER 
8 TRACK AND 2 SPEAKERS 
9.77 E. 
99.00 
HITACHI LUMIHAR I OOLOUR TeV,. 
:tO" Screen, remote control, 689  
full beam color including free s00  
stand. 
DRY GOODS 
POLYESTER FILLED PILLOWS 
Pllmd edges. 
Good quality polyester filling. 
REGULAR SIZE 2 for 9 )0 
approx. 19"x25" SPECIAL 
QUEEN SIZE 2 for11 O0 
approx. 20"x29" 
SHEET SETS 
In assorted floral end muHI patterns. Twin I~ d 
size or double bed size make an Ideal wedding Jr 
shower gift. TWIN size 17.99 tt 
DOUBLE size 19.99 it 
QUALITY TOWELS 
In esHrted prints and colors, Matching. 
BATH TOWEL 1.99 ! ich 
HAND TOWEL 1.49 ! Ich 
FACE CLOTH .99 | tch 
GARDEN CENTRE 
POTTING SOIL 20 LB. BAG 
FERTILIZER 3-16-7 40 LB. SAG 
FOR FALL APPLICATION 
14% HORSE MASH wHh MOLASSES 
2O KG. BAG 
 ,09 
i.69 
1.69 
AT YOUR CO-OP GAS STATION 
FULL SERVICE AT THE RIGHT PRICE 
TERRACE O0-OP 
"THE 
ALTERNATIVE " 
i 
Mon..Thurs. 9:00 a.m. • 4:00 .m. 
Fridays 9:00 i .e . .  9:00 p.m. 
Saturdays 9:go e.m. - 4:00 .m. 
4617 Craig Ave. 636 $347 
I 
! 
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The Amazing SPIDER-MAN 
,= 
I WALt.- IABOlJT ALL  THE I I #~1.~'  . . . . . . . .  , ~  J 
w~eR'~ A I ~ E S  mONe?i , , . - ,  ...,'$~\\NI~ ~F 7~IS'eRE mU~Bl  
&~,W~,~PeR'~I~,H Ira ~=|" ,~e . / 
. .~TON ~ A~UN~cId.. t J I oN¢.~ TH~ / ' "~  MY'  FAIJL.Tt .,~ 
~GHT/ .~ I I l  ..L-i~.......--_~.-. ~iI I KIN~,PIN 5 /  "~"~ .,,----,.r-'~//IJ 
ELECl"EP/ 
!i • 
The Wizard of Id . 
/11  L~, . . .~  t:x:~,-r- 
_ ~ _..~:.~-~ ~.7 
Doonesbury 
NttAT #t4~ Is rr 
NON?.. NOON~ . . . . .  /"= 
N/~T~.5/~ arm: :  / 
' ~ L V "~ '~ ° '~  ~ 
i " ! 
/~.~P/ N/4PF~. 
n '~/~!  
dO,~/l~, 5ttE U/V,, YOU 
/~¢/7N~ YOUP.~ WRY 
~oo~ /.~.D/ A~/ A~C/m-NT/ 
YOU MEAN, YOU ~PAY 
S~EHA~ IK~J~HA~V~ 
A~IW~ 8~511S0~¢ /
~T ? 50~T OF ~ C- / 
_ I CI~I / / 
People once believed that if your nose itched, company was coming. 
Your heart works 
harder when 
you're not in the 
game. Get fit 
and turn the 
clock back. 
• Fitnessis fun. 
Try some Rlr/ff/~)=(~ = 
, / " _ , \  ~ ~ 
/ 
'v • ; x.~ .:.i>~ 
:, <.. 
eed limits are in 
r hour. it _may, be easy to 
raet.~but don t. 
Too much :de 
: :: ramps and curves .~. .  
~..: ~. Even though the sp~ hind number is hlgherthan you re 
iiii~ i ~: ~i::i ;, ;: :~ ~;~.i,~;~. :i!~::i~i;:.;~,: :..]. : :~i~:  ~customed to - remember  that tlley indlcate kilometres 
!~:;;ii :;iii;i~il/:.. ~! ~i;~ i ~:-.: ~.: i!!~! .i:~. t i: }~r  hoUr~not mi l~-per  hour, I i~:: ;:.:,:::.' ~.. ~:!:i: ~ . ~: 
i/~/: i~i71 ;~;: !~ i ii:;!: ;: i:: ;: ;ii:;: i~i;i ~ I ~: t :;:; REMEMSEn:DON~I  FORGNi l  ,!: :i~'.::~ii: :i:: ~:; ~:~: 
ii i; iii i :iii: ili;i!;::i ;:i: :~! i: ii ~iiill 'i I: ii!i:i; i;!:ii::: ilii:? i:: :;i: : I I :i! ; Actual sgeed I]mlts:Wifi ~! ~'abliihed I~ ~ iw i !h  '~!:~g ulatlons. 
)ends on your remembering. Keep on driving as carefully 
have in school zones, hospital.zones, on 
TERRACE CO-OP GAS STATION 
100% CANADIAN OWNED 
FULL SERVICE AT THE RIGHT PRIOE 
4617 GREIG AVE. 
PHONE 635.6347 
: :i ¸  i 
Now, more than ever, 
we're part o1' you r co umty. 
\ 
i 
I " - • 
We're the British Columbia Government 
Employees Union - -  the "Union that works for 
B.C:' - -  and we've now set up our own office, 
right here in town. 
The idea is to improve~service to the 
B.C.G.E.LI. members living and working here. 
But we believe this office will also help us 
reach another goal - -  increased involvement 
in community activities. Our facilities, Staff and 
elected members of the Area Councils are 
prepared to assist in many worthwhile 
community projects, such as: 
Legal aid/informati0n services, 
Consumer groups, Handicapped groups, 
Women's groups, Native/minority groups, 
Environmental groups. 
We work here. We live here. We want to 
be involved wherever We can be of service, 
BCGEU 
The Union that works for B.C. 
FOR INFORMATION 
IN TERRACE, OALL 636-9126 
